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This list is currently being reformatted and is unavailable at this time.
CONSPIRACY (Consp.)

All boxes currently labeled “Consp.” = “Conspiracy”

(Note: EP = Emotional Plague)

Box 1

Table of events: 1943-54

Table of events March: 1955 - March 1956

Historical documents: USA 1941-45


Historical documents: 1952 – Eisenhower-Anderson parade

“Modju at Work” 1947-53

OROP – FDA

Trial documents (prepared for trial dates)

Table of Moscow Modju operations in USA 1940-52

Diary – “The Coming New Yorker Campaign” Dec.1939 - July 1943. Includes:
   WR handwritten preface, Dec. 1939
   Correspondence
   Report (13.1.41) on Einstein meeting
   Report (2.11.41) describes To-T experiment with Einstein
   Re. Ellis Island 1941
   Union Settlement Mental Hygiene Research Center
   Norwegian clippings

Notes & article re. Emotional Plague (German - no date). Includes:
   “Die rationale Funktion der lebensnotwendige Arbeit”

“Unwanted Interference” (article by WR re. Professor Russell - New School 1940)

Documents pertaining to Ellis Island detention, 1941

The Einstein Affair, 1941

1941 - Weinberger correspondence re. scientific irrationality (includes 1941 letter from Warren Weaver of Rockefeller Foundation)
Correspondence with American Medical Association (AMA)

1943 – Re. application for medical license

Notes re. EP: rumor-mongering re WR’s “insanity” and confusion of sex-economy with pornography, “free love” (German - no date)

1943-44 - Correspondence with Harry Obermayer (Israel)

1945-46 - Correspondence re. EP problems, includes not-sent letter to Arthur Garfield Hays

1955 - Karl Evang - EP

WR address before workers of the Orgone Institute April 14, 1946 (re. suffering of great men from EP)

1945 - Correspondence with American Civil Liberties Union

Bound record book containing EP material 1943-44 (includes principles of work democracy and notes on Kleiner Mann)

______________________________________________________________

Box 2

1947 - Beginning of FDA investigation – correspondence, reports, protocols (includes Mildred Brady articles in Harpers and New Republic, May 26, 1947, and relevant correspondence

Saturday Review of Literature - August 16, 1947

WR outline of points concerning the investigation of the orgone accumulator by the Food and Drug Administration – The Danger of a Possible Frame-up (Dec. 1947)

“Calling All Couriers”

“Warning Against Communist Snipers” – Dec. 1947

Correspondence and Reports – Dec. 1947 (includes correspondence with Arthur Garfield Hays law office)

Reports and Affidavits re. orgone accumulator (primarily physicians)

Correspondence – Franklin Institute 1947-48

Letters to accumulator users: Dec. 1947 - Feb. 1948

Correspondence and Reports: Jan. 3 – Feb. 6, 1948

Correspondence and Reports: Feb 7 – April 13, 1948

Correspondence and Reports: May 29 – Nov. 2, 1948
Correspondence and Reports: Nov. 8 – Dec. 16, 1948
Correspondence: Per Voss (Langfeldt slur)
Correspondence and Reports: AMA 1949
Correspondence and Reports: March – August 8, 1949
Correspondence and Reports: Aug. 15 – Dec. 13, 1949
Correspondence and Reports: Feb 17 – June 20, 1950
Theodore Hauschka “The Cancer Biopathy of Wilhelm Reich” – June 1950
Correspondence and Reports: July 6 – Oct. 1, 1950 (includes letter from AEC to lawyer Peter Mills – Sept. 19, 1959)
Correspondence and Reports: Oct. 1950
Correspondence and Reports: Oct. 28 – Nov. 24, 1950
Correspondence and Reports: Nov. 28 – Dec. 22, 1950
Correspondence with The Menninger Foundation: Oct. 9 – Dec. 9, 1950
Re. cancer – 1950-51
Correspondence re. cancer – 1950-51
Black-Stevenson Cancer Foundation 1950
“The Scope of the Cancer Research Program and the Role of the American Cancer Society – 1950 (American Cancer Society publication)
Colliers – May 26, 1951, re. cancer quacks

______________________________
Box 3

Correspondence and Reports: Jan. – April 1951, includes letter from Robert Oppenheimer to Eleanor Roosevelt (Jan. 15, 1951) and “The Plague Attack on the Orgonomic Children’s Clinic”
Correspondence and Reports: Telfer (England) 1957
Correspondence and Reports: May 7 – Aug. 6, 1951
Correspondence and Reports: Aug. 7, 1951 – Jan. 3, 1952
List of unsolicited drug ads & samples over two-week period - 1951
Orgonon - social psychiatry “The Great Killer Hatred” 1951-52 (includes protocols & WRF board meetings)

List of requests for orgonomic literature from institutions, etc.

Feb. – May 1952

June – August 1952

Annual Meeting WRF – Aug. 22, 1952

August 24, 1952

Sept. 5 – Oct. 13, 1952

WR – “Basic Tenets on Fed Fascism” / “Organized Emotional Plague”

“The Strange Case of the U.S.A. Food and Drug Administration” – Lois Wyvell

Quotations from Karl Marx


Marvin Mandel incident – 1952

Joel Carmichael – 1952

U.S. State Department Investigation - 1952

Martin Gardner – “Science and the Brilliant Crackpots”

EP Attacks on OIRC: protocols and correspondence

Chronological list of documents, events, re. Child & Infant Research

Protocol – conversation between WR and Dr. Duvall – Aug. 25, 1951

Dr. Duvall: May – June 1952

EP attack on Dr. Duvall

Maine Dept. of Health and Welfare – 1952

Special Meeting of Medical Orgonomists – April 30, 1952

Meeting of orgonomists with attorney Harry Green – June 18, 1952

Aug. – Sept. 1952

WR – “Modju at work” (“No-see-ems”)
Sept. 2-23, 1952

Sept. 24-Oct. 14, 1952

Oct. 14-21, 1952

Meetings – Board of Trustees, Wilhelm Reich Foundation – Sept. 1952

Nov. – Dec. 1952

Marika Hellstrom Incident – 1951-52

______________________________________________________________

Box 4

1952 - Anderson-Eisenhower parade incident

Quotes from a novel (no title or date) ridiculing orgone accumulator

“Social Fog” - conspiracy (no date – 2 pages, incomplete)

Silent Observer notes & protocols re. EP - 1952:
  • “Warning vs. politicking meddlers & freedom peddlers”
  • “Never Let Go of Broncho”
  • “The Thief Moscow Modju”
  • “Swing Out”
  • “The Non-Com-Pots”
  • “Free Expression of Opinion”
  • Notes re. letter from England
  • Lois Wyvell notes on WR conversations re. EP

Notes (“Curiosa of No-See-Em Events”) 1952-53

1953 - Vancouver-Clark social pathology

Transcription of recording of “The AMA and the Pharmaceutical Industry vs. The Life Energy” – Aug. 24, 1953

Lois Wyvell - correspondence & protocols 1948-53

L. Wyvell - 1951-54 (mostly material re. her mother)

Orgone Energy Bulletin article “The Pestilent Character” and part of legal brief re. “Enemy of Man”

1954 – Feb. 10-18, 1954 (contains news reports re. FDA complaint)
1954 – Statements and reactions to FDA Complaint
WR’s Response to Complaint

FDA’s “Request for Admissions” – Feb. 26, 1954, signed by Peter Mills

Feb. 27 – March 14, 1954

Decree of Injunction – Mar. 19, 1954

March 19-25, 1954 (includes WR draft “The Board of Social Psychiatry”)

March 25-31, 1954

April 1 – Sept. 1, 1954

Box 5

1954 – April 10-June 26 (contains physicians’ appeals to intervene)

1954 – April 29 - December

Re. Distribution of Conspiracy – An Emotional Chain Reaction

May 1954 – Physicians’ Appeal to Intervene

June 2 – July 13, 1954

July 18 – Sept. 15, 1954

WR to Trustees of WRF – Aug. 28, 1954

Sept. 6-23, 1954

Story on the Hydrogen Bomb

Sept. 24 – Nov. 10, 1954

Nov. 17 – Dec. 6, 1954 (includes Judge’s decision on physicians’ appeal for intervention)

Dec. 1-30, 1954

Letters re. Injunction

Re. book distribution

1954 - C. Kelley correspondence with FDA

1954 - B. Grad correspondence re. injunction

R. McCullough correspondence with Franklin Technical Institute - March-August, 1955
McCullough statement re: purpose of FDA attack

McCullough article “In The Name of a Scientific Investigation” & Part II of McCullough article (“Epilogue”)

1954 - Yankee Magazine

1954 - Science Magazine

---

**Box 6**

1954 - New York Post interview

1954 – “The Emotional Desert” - WR seminar, August (2 copies)

Draft for letter to possible conspirators

1955 – January

1955 – Feb-March

1955 – April-May (See Conspiracy Box 29 for newspaper report on Salk vaccine)

1955 – June 1-16

1955 – June 17-27

1955 – June 28-July 3

1955 – July 6-September 15 (includes transcripts of July 26 meeting WR and physicians prior to court hearing on criminal contempt charge, the July 26 hearing, WR’s statement, as well as Sharaf notes on hearing “Social psychiatry in the Courtroom”, and effort to locate W. Washington.

1955 - Miscellaneous - Eva Reich-Moise notes

Steig receipt

---

**Box 7**

1955 – September 15-November 4  (includes Oct. 10 “Order Granting Motion to Amend Information” [fragile], and October 26th letter to Edward Teller)

1955 – November 4 - December 31  (includes Dec. 9th not-sent letter to Edward Teller)

Correspondence with University of Pennsylvania Law Review – 1956

1956 – January - April 25
1956 – April 26 - July 17  (includes May 2nd WR statement “Our Planet is Dying”)

Material re. dissolution of organizations, June-July, 1956

---

**Box 8**

“Human Pranking – 1956”

1956 – July 18-December 31

Eva Reich file 1954-56

ER-Moise notes – “Ea social” (reactions to EP from ER and Moise)


1954-56 - Catch letter file

Slander 1940-57

---

**Box 9**

1957

Steig spool incident

Steig legal fund

Steig file 1956-57

Material relating to physicians and injunction
  - lawyer's letters to Eva Reich
  - affidavits - July 1956
  - Mills - Brief for Appellee re. Baker et al. vs. US

EP - miscellaneous (drawing of WR bust & picture of A. Karrer's brother)

Original copy of original “Response” to Complaint for Injunction – WR

Modju Injunction Diary: “Pestilent Character on the Social Scene”

Judge Clifford Injunction - A document of Social Pathology (2 copies) 1947-54
(Note: the above two items are much the same—different drafts & corrections, etc.)

Modju Injunction
Box 10

“The Clifford Injunction”
Different arrangements of conspiracy-injunction material

“What I Refused to go to Court” (included in “Response to Ignorance”)

OREPPO [Orgone Emotional Plague Prevention Office] (WR - handwritten)

Index for Conspiracy

EPPO [Emotional Plague Prevention Office] – Material for Cases Nos. 1 & 2
EPPO – materials forwarded to government agencies FBI, CIA
EPPO – Interviews with government & state personnel
Steig efforts to encourage the press to use good photos of Reich

Conspiracy (WR's copy)

Box 11

Points for the FBI

The Face of Social Evil

Conspirators

Investigation into Nature of the Accuser

Chemical Warfare

Summary quotation from Briefs of Appellants: Principles of good government

Conspiracy Papers
• The Peaceful Version
• The Violent Version at the Face Value of the Proceedings
• Technical Errors

The Face of Corruption in Government: material relating to contempt charge

Papers re. legal action:
• Factual evidence
• Misrepresentations of facts
• Human irrationalism & American Law Structure
• Basic Legal Defect in Criminal Case 5003
Recommendation to Establish Boards on Social Pathology
Statement at Portland - May 25, 1956
Atoms for Peace vs. the Hig [Hoodlum in Government]
Not-sent letter to Eisenhower - April 5, 1956

Survey on Dynamics of EP of Man

Function of Capital City

Handwritten notes - includes “IO Testing of WR”

Notation of lawyer James St. Clair

Appeal
  • Unlawful Techniques used by the Accuser during Pre-trial & Trial Procedures

Conspiracy of HIGs [Hoodlums in Government]

Evidence: Red Thread of Conspiracy

Did I Irritate Court's Sensitivity to Contempt

Handwritten notes

The New Laws

List of books re. WR & orgonomy over which WR had no control

Cases mentioned in FDA complaint (from files of Accumulator Department)

Material relating to Peter Mills:
  • Correspondence, documents, and copies of WRF minutes involving Mills
  • includes dispensations re. discoveries

Fraud charge vs. Mills (Court testimony)

Material - evidence for court (never presented):
  • Orgonomists' affidavits - 1947 & 1955
  • WR letter to Dr. Willie
  • Original Eleanor Roosevelt - Oppenheimer correspondence
  • Oranur
  • Orop Desert

Material prepared by WR for legal appendix (includes survey on Ea - March 17, 1954)

Marked copies of The Oranur Experiment and Bibliography On Orgonomy
Box 12

Material for appeal – documents
Original documents used for legal material
Record Appendix - Volume III
Vol. III page proofs
Clerk's docket entries - Civil 1056

Box 13

Trial transcripts May 1956 (one with WR notations) and transcripts of individual testimony

Box 14

WR Appeal Brief
Petition for Writ of Certiorari (Supreme Court)
Petitioner’s Reply Brief
WR handwritten notes re. Petition
Material for Monday – March 11, 1957
Part of trial testimony, with WR’s notations (includes Judge’s charge to the jury)
Original typed copy of Vol. V Contact With Space (in zippered case)
Proofs and cuts for Volumes III & V

Box 15

WR letter to James V. Baker, Director of U.S. Prisons, August 6, 1957
Material for Habeas Corpus
Conspiracy - miscellaneous (mostly WR handwritten notes)
Secretary’s shorthand notebook
W. Moise miscellaneous notes

Notes on legal information

Historical Survey of Pure Food & Drug Act (McCullough)

Material for Core Pilot sent to Steig by Reich

Eva Reich file during WR imprisonment

Silvert material re. trial & aftermath (given to Wilhelm Reich Infant Trust in 1959 - not well filed; contains 5 pages of mathematics given to Silvert by WR for safekeeping)

Box 16

Two booklets used by WR as exhibits: Atoms for Peace vs. The Hig and The Red Thread of Conspiracy

Material used by government as trial exhibits (financial)

(Note: See also Conspiracy Box 29 for additional government exhibits)

Box 17

Atoms for Peace vs. The Hig (2 copies)

Negatives – material deleted from Conspiracy volume

Galleys of legal material

The Red Thread of a Conspiracy

Package addressed by WR to Peter Mills (magazines & newspapers)

Box 18

Conspiracy (two copies - one has WR notation on title page “Catch the hoodlums of politics”)

Box 19 & Box 20

Duplicate copies of conspiracy material (poorly organized, some multiple copies)
Box 21
WR’s hand copies of legal material

Box 22
WR hand copies of legal materials

Copies of *Annals, OEB*, and *Emotional Plague vs. Orgone Biophysics* (Wolfe)

CORE, Vol. VI, Nos. 1-4 (3 copies - one with WR comment on jacket)

Rules of courts & Federal Security Agency

Box 23
Legal volumes and other books belonging to WR given to lawyer St. Lewis for legal appeal when WR was in prison (legal material marked by WR, Eva Reich handwriting on cards)

Box 24
Personal volumes of WR (marked). The handwriting on back of note on p. A103 in Record Appendix is Aurora Karrer’s.

Legal

CORE for Judge Clifford

Box 25
Magazines (mostly pornographic)—some with articles on WR and the accumulator—and various press clippings re. health issues, scientists, miscellaneous

Box 25a
Magazines and Advertising re. drugs & drug companies (some with article on/or references to WR)
Box 25b

Copies of *Orgonomic Functionalism* (Paul Ritter publication)

Box 26

Material obtained from FDA files by Mary Higgins (1947 - March 25, 1954)
- Information from FDA files re. Baker, Cott, Duvall (includes March 3 letter from WR to Elsworth Baker)

Box 27

Material obtained from FDA files by Mary Higgins (1955-73), including:
- letter March 3, 1954 from H.R. Weinstein, M.D. to C. C. Little re. purpose of investigation “to prove fraud”
- letter April 1, 1954 Weinstein to John W. Norcross, M.D. “to unmask fraudulent medical claims”
- letter March 28, 1955 Howard Weinstein, M.D. to Daniel Blain (APA) “We could not have brought the injunction case against Dr. Reich except for the fact that nationally known psychiatrists gave willingly of their time and knowledge to help us perfect the case.” (George P. Larrick, Commissioner of FDA)

Box 28

Material from FBI and Department of State obtained by Mary Higgins in 1984

Box 29

(This is a large box for larger materials)

News clippings:
- ridiculing the orgone accumulator
- Salk Vaccine
- correlation attempts by Eva [Reich] & William Moise
- Emotional Plague
- Robert Oppenheimer
- Bangor Daily News re. blueberry crop
- Rockefeller
- American Civil Liberties Union re. book burning and Reich trial
- Government trial exhibits
- Freedom Press (England)
- FDA attack and trial
CORRESPONDENCE (C)

All boxes currently marked “C” = “Correspondence”

Box 1
General: 1929-34

American physicians
O.S. English
Sergei Eisenstein
Fritz Flato
Georg Gerö
7th International Birth Control Conference
Internationaler Psychoanalytischer Verlag
Jo Jacobsen
Nic Hoel Waal (see also “Conspiracy [Consp.] Box 39 – Scandinavia”)
Sigurd Hoel
Jörgen Neergaard
Letter from Albert Einstein to Jörgen Neergaard – 9.6.34
Leon Trotsky
WR and Trotsky correspondence – 1933-34

Box 2
(Some fragile materials in this box)

PSA [Psychoanalytic Association] General: 1919 – April 7, 1933
Reich to Adler – March 10, 1920
Photos – Freud, Abraham, drawing of psychoanalysis 1924
Photocopy – letter Freud re. Reich, 8.11.27
Freud to Reich - 26.6.1924
Freud to Reich – 13.9.24
Freud to Reich – 14.xii.1924
Freud to Reich – 28.Mai.1925
Freud to Reich – May 28, 1925 (English translation)
Freud to Reich – 7.vi.1925
Freud to Reich – 9.vii.1926
Freud to Reich – 15.7.1927
Freud to Reich – 27.7.1927
Freud to Reich – 8.11.1927
Freud to Reich – 22.xi.1928
Freud to Reich – 10.x.1930
Freud’s message to Internationale Zeitschrift re. Reich’s article on masochism, and Reich’s reply – 1932
American physicians – A. Kardiner, Ralph Kaufman
Helene Deutsch
Tagung der Deutschen Psychoanalytischën Gesellschaft – Boehm
Max Eitington
Paul Federn
Otto Fenichel
“Kritik der Zeitschrift für Psychoanalytische Pädagogik” (Fenichel?)
S. Ferenczi
Marie Frischoff / Vera Schmidt
Erich Fromm
Ernest Jones
J.H. Leunbach

Internationale Zeitschrift für Psychoanalyse – Rado

Wienerarbeiterzeitung

_____________________________________________________________

Box 3

PSA April 10, 1933-1934 (filed chronologically)

_____________________________________________________________

Box 4

PSA 1935 - "EP" [Emotional Plague], filed chronologically

PSA 1935-54

Photostats of PSA materials probably made at the time materials were donated to the Freud Archives in the Library of Congress (1952)

_____________________________________________________________

Box 5

PSA English translations

Bronislaw Malinowski - 1932-42

_____________________________________________________________

Box 6


_____________________________________________________________

Box 7

General - 1935-Sept. 1939: I - P

_____________________________________________________________

Box 8


English translations of excerpts from letters re. bions
Box 9
Französische Academie der Wissenschaften: 1937-39 and 1945 (includes Vorläufige und Kurze Mitteilung über “Bion Experimente zum Krebsproblem”)

Lapicque

1936-39 re. bions (includes correspondence with Rockefeller Foundation)

Neergaard, Bonnet, Bon, Ferriere, Codina, Herrera

Box 10
Roger DuTeil
Delpech

Box 11
Re. emigration to U.S. - 1938-40

General - Sept. 1939-43: A - G

Box 12
General - Sept. 1939-43: H – Z (includes Alfred Kinsey correspondence)

Box 13
General - 1944-47

Box 14
General - 1948-49: A- M (includes correspondence with photographer Kari Bergrav)

Box 15
General - 1948-49: N - Z
Box 16
General - 1950-51

Box 17
General - 1952-53

Box 18
General - 1954-56
- includes 2/27/56 letter re. the difference between WR’s work and the historic knowledge of the existence of an energy related to life

New School for Social Research
Re. medical license
Re. cancer patients
Weinberger / Rockefeller Foundation
Re. diathermy apparatus, cameras, and pistol permit
War rationing boards
Library of Congress

Box 19
Frankle/Alpern - Des Moines Child Guidance Center (1947-49)
Greenwald 1952
American Civil Liberties Union
Memberships
National Research Council / War Department
Bookstores / Libraries
Re. atmospheric phenomena (1942-50)
University of Rhode Island (Spalding/Higgins) 1950-53

R. Abild
D. Calhoun
General Electric
C. Kelley
J. Pierrakos
S.W. Tropp
A.J. Westlake
M. Rose
Townsend Brown Foundation
American Institute of Radiation
General – West Coast

Box 20
The Einstein Affair

Box 21
Sigmund Freud Archives - correspondence and copy of interview of WR by Kurt Eissler on October 18-19, 1952 at Orgonon
Ernest Jones re. Freud biography

Box 22
Slochower ("Guide")
Cole (film)
Keystone helicopter, re. cloudbuster
Rangeley: 1940-42
H.O. and Clysta Templeton 1940-43
Box 23
Templeton 1944-47
Thomas Ross - 1946-56

Box 24
Attorneys Mills & Mills (reference to W. Washington file, Box 33)
Hays, St. John et. al.

Box 25
Re: patents 1941-54

Box 26
A.S. Neill - 1936-47

Box 27
A.S. Neill - 1948-56
Erna & Ena Neill

Box 28
Patient - 1920s-40s

Box 29
Patient - 1940s (cont.)-50s
A.E. Hamilton
Box 30

A.E. Hamilton (cont.)

Requests for therapy - 1945-48

Box 31

Requests for therapy - 1946-47

Requests - referred to therapists - 1949-54

Requests - no therapist in location - 1951

Requests for cancer therapy

Box 32

Prospective students - no follow-up

Students and associates - U.S.A.
  • Bobby Borek
  • Ethel Fuller
  • Marika Hellstrom
  • Grethe Hoff
  • Jo Jenks
  • Sol Kramer
  • Gladys Meyer Wolfe
  • Humphrey F. Noyes
  • Schymen Nussbaum, M.D.
  • Margaret A. Paul, M.D.
  • L.G. Pelletier, M.D.
  • Maurice Riseling
  • Pauline Rudnick, M.D.
  • Richard Singer, M.D.
  • Betty Silverstone
  • Elizabeth Tyson
  • Elizabeth Weidenfeld
  • Hal Wells
  • Juan Wilson, M.D.
  • Arthur Woodward, M.D.
  • Howard Lee Wylie, M.D.

Felicia Saxe
Box 33

Dune & Myron Sharaf (includes manuscript report on his relationship to W. Washington)

With & re. W. Washington (includes October 18, 1947 statement by WR re. refusing all access to unpublished materials)

W. Steig

W. Anderson, M.D.

Box 34

E.F. Baker, M.D.

K. Bremer, M.D.

A.A. Cott, M.D.

A. Duvall, M.D.

P. Gold, M.D.

R. Grad, Ph.D.

S. Handleman, M.D.

F. Hardoy, M.D.

M. Herskowitz, D.O.

W. Hoppe, M.D. (includes material re. Hoppe detention, 1948)

Box 35

E. Levine, M.D.

A. Lowenstein (Lowen)

R. McCullough

H. McDonald / Steinfeld

C. Oller, M.D.
Box 36

C. Raphael, M.D.

M. Silvert, M.D.

V. Sobey, M.D.

W. Thorburn, D.O.

O. Tropp, M.D.

S. Tropp, M.D.

J. Willie, M.D.

T.P. Wolfe, M.D.

Box 37

Argentina

Australia - New Zealand

Austria - Czechoslovakia

Austria (Czerny Verlag)

Brazil (Filho) - contains information about the accumulator

England - general

England - Atkin

England - Eastmond

England - Ritter
Box 38

England - Tracey
England - Telfer
England - Freedom Press
France
Germany
Germany – Aenne Morseth
Holland
Holland – B. Englander
India
Israel
  • Beregi
  • Harry Obermayer
  • “Antwort an Reich” von critic
  • Seligsberg
  • Szekely
Italy
Japan
Mexico
Near East
N. Africa

Box 39

Scandinavia
  • O. Havrevold
  • Nic Hoel-Waal
  • Sigurd Hoel
  • J.H. Leunbach
  • H. Lowenbach (re. biological experiments)
  • Ellen Siersted
  • Arne Stai

S. Africa
FILMS (F)
All boxes currently marked “F” = “Films”

Box 1

Reel 1 (Color - 1952)
- Melanor on observatory rocks
- Paintings – woman on meadow
- Christ
- Paintings – blue snow
- Paintings – flower
- Paintings – woman with flower
- Paintings – self portrait
- Observatory study with fire
- Observatory in the snow

Reel 2
- Vacor tubes – unspliced section (upside down)
- Reich in laboratory

Reel 3
- Austria – skiing – WR & Annie – landscapes

Reel 4
- Family, friends – lake & skiing (last part upside-down)

Reel 5
- Children, communist parade, men
Reel 6

- Denmark 1934 – children, Elsa Lindenberg

Reel 7 (Color) – Orgonon

- Activity in laboratory – W. Washington, Sharaf, vacor tube, orgone room, orgone accumulator
- Building the Orgone Energy Observatory
- Newly-built Orgone Energy Observatory
- Interiors – Orgone Energy Observatory
- Interiors – laboratory
- W. Hoppe arriving for conference
- Raknes, Neill, Wolfe, Reich on laboratory porch

Reel 8 (Color - 1949)

- Observatory 1949 (poor quality)

Reel 9 (Color)

- Orgonon part of this may be on Reel #7 (poor quality)

______________________________________________________________

Box 2

Reel 10

- Orgonon – scenery, beginning Observatory construction (1 piece upside-down)
- 1949 – finished Observatory

Reel 11

- Geiger-Muller counter rotation
- Vacor set-up
- Motor force
Reel 12a

- Motor force – basically the same as Reel #11, includes some shots of Orgonon that also appear in Reel #7
- W. Washington in laboratory with motor

Reel 12b

- Motor force – same as Reel #11, but put in context at Orgonon

Reel 13

- Family and children

Box 3

Reel 14

- Norway: old church – waterfall – Institut für sexeconomic research-lab equipment – bioelectric experiment set-up
- T.P. Wolfe – Orgonon – Students' Laboratory – WR at cabin (shows a lot of equipment)

Reel 15 (Color)

- Views of Orgonon – supposed to show tree deterioration, probably 1952 (Color – not at all effective)

Reel 16

- Full moon (Is this a microscope slide?)
- Microscope slides
- Pitting on rocks at Orgonon
- Cloudbuster in front of laboratory – shows the box that Tom Ross made for Reich to keep equipment and notebooks in
- Experiment XX
- Vacor clip
Reel 16a
  - WCSH TV Portland – March 30, 1954 (no audio): WR with clodbuster

Reel 17
  - Clinical
  - Schizophrenia
  - Autonomic muscular movements in vegetotherapy
(Note: This film is in such bad condition that it can only be copied, perhaps by a frame-by-frame method which is expensive.)

Box 4

Reel 18
  - Desert, cholla, prairie grass

Reel 19
  - Soundtrack for Tucson TV – December 1954

Reel 20-1
  - Cancer demonstration film with English legends (copy)
  - Statement re. cause of cancer
  - Cancer mice – dissecting mouse, specimens of healthy and cancerous muscle tissue
  - Section showing development of cancer
  - Cancer cells – human cells together with bion culture (stills from this film used in The Cancer Biopathy)

Reel 20-2
  - Cancer (original – lacks legends)
**Reel 21 (Color)**

- Experiment XX “Primary biogenesis and the Cancer Cell”  
  (Filmed at Orgonon – English titles)
- Process of bion preparation – Ilse Ollendorff in Students’ Laboratory
- Bion water – shows use of filters
- Fluorophotometer in use – orgonotic potency
- Plasmatic flakes
- T-bacilli from plasmatic flakes
- Mouse cancer cells

**Box 5**

**Reel 22**

- Moss disintegration into vesicles (B&W with German titles)
- Movement of vesicles
- Flowing amoebae
- Experiment XX flakes and filaments (color – no titles)
- Orene crystals bag (color – no titles) – McCullough has written this description. He adds, “Needs editing.”

**Reel 23**

- Biogenesis (bion) – original demonstration and new copy (made in Oslo with German titles)
- Earth crystals
- Bion development
- Worm-like movement and forms
- Vegetative plasma streaming of an amoeba
- Moss in autumn (some included in #22, first segment) – vesicular disintegration, shows the physical reality of “streaming” sensations  
  (Note: Original and new copy are backward on reel)
Box 6

Reel 24
- Protozoa in grass infusion 1950 (Color and B&W – no captions except at very beginning)

Reel 25
- Preparation 8 – moss protozoan (B&W – German titles)
  a. Grass infusion
  b. Includes statement on the orgasm and explanation for term “Org-Tierschen”.
     “Eating vesicles” “Wave-form” – picture of patient with not yet fully freed movements
     (This appears in “Veget-Muskel” film.)
     Includes autumn moss sequence

Box 7

Reel 26
- Bion Preparation 6 – demonstration film made in Norwegian lab (B&W, German titles)
  Original and copy.
  - Reich and DuTeil in lab

Reel 27
- Bion film (original and new copy) – German titles are upside down and backward on reel.
  The copy is on the reel in the reverse of the original.

Reel 28
- Bion Preparation 6C and PA (original and new copy) English and German title:
  autoclaved blood (titles on original are upside down – film in reverse of copy)

Box 8

Reel 29
New copy of old film – pieces spliced together chaotically – titles backward.
- patients in bioelectric
• bions
• Spastic orgasm reflex from vegetative film

**Reel 30**
• Political parades – street scenes – CP children – band – native costumes
• “Arbeit – Brot – Freiheit”
• Socialist students

**Reel 31**
• Orene composite (B&W and color – no titles)

**Reel 32**
• Orgonon in snow (B&W – very short)
• Sign on road
• Interior Observatory laboratory
• Tom Ross, Peter Reich, William Moise coming down Observatory steps
• WR at cloudbuster
• Landscape of mountains and pond

(Note: This film is marked as having sound.)

**Reel 33 (B&W)**
Compilation of material copied by Huemark 1978
• Bions
• Blood (?) – German titles upside down and backward – whole film is probably reversed
• Sections of cancer tissue (title in English right side up)
• Film from Norway – Nic Waal and family – people from Norwegian Institute
• Microscopic slides – cancer or bions
• Internal streaming (protozoa?)
Reel 34
- Compilation copied by Huemark 1978 (on reel wrong)

Reel 35
- Frames copied from old film for German film – 1970 (Makavejev)

UNVIEWED FILMS MARKED BY WR:

Reel 36
- Feb.1954 – Proto-metazoan (copy)

Reel 37
- Rangeley cloud formation – AEA – August 1956

Reel 38
- R Clouds 1955

Reel 39
- Ea – DOR Front – August 1956, West of Orgonon

Reel 40
- Expedition OROP-Ea – R clouds, Feb. 1955

Reel 41
- Tucson, Ariz. – Little Orgonon, January 1955, after heavy Oranur rain

Reel 42
- Little Orgonon, Feb. 1955 – dying cholla

Reel 43
- Feb. 1955 – Rocks organizing at Oracle Road

Reel 44
- Tucson – Oracle – Feb.1955 – Clouds, DOR

Reel 45
- Oe white filaments (McCullough handwriting)
Reel 46

- AEA – Cloud forms – Washington, Sept. 1956

Reel 47

- Desert ET – McCullough – 1955

Box 8a

Films Transferred to Videotape

Bits and pieces (Box 8, Reel 29)

Norwegian Institute & early Orgonon (Box 3, Reel 14)

Motor Force – Exp. XXI (Box 2, Reels 12a, 12b)

Cloudbuster 1954 (Box 8, Reel 32)

Frames copied for German film (Box 8, Reel 35) (Makavejev)

Vacor tubes – snippet (Box 1, Reel 2)
Manuscripts (M)

All boxes currently marked “M” = “Manuscripts”

Box 1

Wissenschaftliche Arbeiten (handwritten)

List of manuscripts (published or unpublished) relating to Sigmund Freud

Fragment: “einer Analyse eines Falles von psycho-sexuellen Hermaphroditismus”- 1919 (handwritten, no transcription)

“Eine Lustmordphantasie” (aus der Analyse eines Stotterers) - no date (handwritten and transcription)

“Die Spezialisierung der Arztestandes” - no date, written while WR was a medical student, (handwritten and transcription)

“Libidokonflikte und Wahngebilde in Ibsen’s Peer Gynt”
  a. handwritten manuscript
  b. note of Orgone Institute Archives – 1952
  c. 3 copies of transcription of German manuscript

“Zur Diskussion der Sprachstörungen” 1921 (aus der Ambulanz für Sprachkranke in Wien, des H. Doz. Dr. Froschels) – two manuscripts and transcription of first three pages

“Bedeutungsbewusstheit” - 1920? (handwritten manuscript & corrected copy, and transcription)

“Erinnerungstätigkeit û Bedeutungserlebnis in der XX Kur” - 1920? (handwritten manuscript and transcription)

“Erinnerungstätigkeit / Erektive Impotenz” - 1920-22 (handwritten and typed, appears to be two separate manuscripts)

“Affektentwicklung und Affektlahmheit” - no date, reference to 1922 Berlin Congress (handwritten and transcription)

“Endoptische Erscheinung û bildhafte Vorstellung” - 1924 (handwritten and transcription)

“The Analysis of a Phantastic Vision in Childhood” - 1924 (handwritten in English)
Box 2

“Die psychoanalytische Therapie” - 1924 (handwritten and transcription)

“Über den epileptischen Anfall” - 1925 (handwritten and transcription)

“Das Wesen der Krankheitseinsicht” - no date, reference to Internationale Zeitschrift für Psychoanalyse [ZfP], 1925 (original and transcription)

“Über häufige, typische Ausserung des Kastrationskomplexes bei Juden” - no date (handwritten and transcription)

“Durchbruch û Abwehr des Verdrangten in der paranoiden Schizophrenie” - no date (handwritten and transcription)

“Kasuistik zur Charakteranalyse” - no date (handwritten and transcription)

“Realitätsanpassung und Neurosentherapie” - no date, reference to Die Funktion des Orgasmus, 1927. Title is crossed out on cover and WR has written “Dialektik” (handwritten and transcription)

“Libido und Angst - Charakterbildung IV” - no date (handwritten and transcription)

“Triebpsychologie und Charakterlehre V” - no date, reference to Der Triebhafte Charakter 1925 (handwritten and transcription)

“Triebpsychologie und Charakterlehre VI” - no date, reference to 1926 journal (handwritten and transcription)

“Die Psychoanalyse und der Protest des ‘Vereins Katholischer deutscher Lehrerinnen’ gegen die Zeitschrift für psychoanalytische Pädagogik” - no date, Vienna between 1927-30 (7), references to Die Funktion des Orgasmus, 1927 (handwritten and transcription). Quotations are missing from this manuscript - see pages 5, 6 (Meng, Freud) and page 7 (Meng) - Watch pagination - 1-9 on one side of page, 10-14 on other side.

“Genitalität û Gesellschaft I and II” - no date, reference to Marx and to Totem û Tabu, thus after 1927 (handwritten and transcription)

Box 3

“Die bürgerliche Sexualmoral als reaktionärer Faktor” - no date, probably between 1927-30 (handwritten and transcription)

“Sexualerregung und Sexualbefriedigung” – 1928

“Zur Massenpsychologie in der Proletarischen Bewegung” – 1929

Geschlechtsreife, Enthaltsamkeit, Ehemoral – 1930 (Copy of book with handwritten corrections for later edition)  FRAGILE
Sexualnot und Sexualreform - 1930

“Vorwort” - re. sexual needs and reform - no date

Published German sociological articles - 1934-38 (some with corrections, revisions, and notes 1944

- “Die Sexualnot der Werktätigen Massen und die Schwierkeiten der Sexualreform” (revised Sexualnot und Sexualreform, 1930)

- “Überblick über das Forschungsgebiet der Sexualökonomie” – 1935

- “Unterschiede zwischen liberalistischer Sexualreform und revolutionärer Sexualpolitik” 1935

- "Der Film The Shape of Things to Come: zum Problem der sozial organisierten Wissenschaft” 1936

- “Zur massenpsychologischen Wirkung des Kriegsfilms” – 1936

- “Wie wirkt Streicher’s sadistische Pornographie?” - 1935

- “Die Funktion der ‘objektiven Wertwelt’” – 1935

- “Wo liegt die gesellschaftliche Bedeutung der Angst-psychologie?” – 1934

- “Was hat die Elektrophysiologie des Orgasmus mit der Politik zu tun?” - 1934

- “Der Jude im faschistischen Licht” - 1935

- “Nachbemerkung zu: Der sexuelle Kampf der Jugend” - 1937

“Zum Abschied von meinen europaischen Freunden!” - 1939 (handwritten with corrections and copy with added corrections and notes)

Published German sociological articles - 1930’s (different archive listings)

- “Zur Anwendung der Psychoanalyse in der Geschichtsforschung”

- “Charakter und Gesellschaft” - 1936

- “Ein Briefwechsel über Dialektischen Materialismus” - 1939

- “Zur Anwendung der Psychologie in der Sociologie” - 1936

- “Grundsätze zur Diskussion über die Neuformierung der Arbeiterbewegung”

- “Ein Gespräch mit einem Frisörgehilfen”

- “Besprechungen

- Fritz Sternberg: Der Faschismus an der Macht”
• “Gespräch mit einer vernünftigen Mutter” - 1936
• “Au secours de la famille” - 1936
• “Jorgen Neergaard: Gestorben 2 Februar 1937”
• “Zur Entlassung unserer Kollegen Dr. Leunbach und Dr. Philipson aus dem Gefängnis”
• “Fortpflanzung, eine Funktion der Sexualität” – 1934
• “Einige Gedanken über freundschaftliche Kritik oder ‘Der Stein von Eslöv’” – 1934

Copies of 1930's socio-political articles

---

**Box 4**


“Vorwort” to 2nd edition of *MPF* - 1934 (omitted from 3rd edition)

Preface to 3rd edition of *MPF*

*MPF* - German manuscript for 3rd, enlarged edition

“Die biologische Versteifung des Menschen” (draft for Chapter XII *MPF*)

Drafts and notes – Emotional Plague [EP] material

“Zu meinem Ausschluss aus der KP” - 1933 (uncorrected and corrected manuscripts)

“Vorwort zur dänischen Ausgabe der Freudschen Drei Abhandlungen” - 1934

“The Congress of the PSA in Lucerne” - 1934

“Der Ausschluss Wilhelm Reichs aus der Internationalen Psychoanalytischen Vereinigung” - 1936

---

**Box 5**

Three sets of revisions for *Der sexuelle Kampf der Jugend* (Comments on included folders do not seem to apply to this material but to another version)

“Unser Glückwunsch an Freud” – 1936

“Das unverstandene Problem des Moskauer Prozess” – 1936

“Falsches Denken Totet” - 1936 (handwritten and transcription)
“Einige kritische Bemerkungen zum heutigen Stand der Sexpol”

Two Sexpol manuscripts:
   b. “Offener Antwort auf den offenen Brief”

“Eine fiktive Ess-Biopathie”

*Menschen im Staat* - 1937 (Autobiographical manuscript 1900-37. Parts incorporated into *The Function of the Orgasm*, 1942, and *People in Trouble*)

“Vorbemerkung zum Marx Artikel” (included in *People in Trouble*)

“Zur Einführung” (pages 1-10 published as introduction to *People In Trouble*)

---

**Box 6**

German manuscript for *People in Trouble* - published in manuscript edition as *Menschen im Staat, Teil I*

Copy of *Menschen im Staat* (some handwritten corrections)

“Die Sexualökonomie und Vegetotherapie in Verhältnis zur Psychoanalyse” – 1938

“Darstellung einer kindlichen Angstvorstellung durch eine spezifische Hemmung des Orgasmusreflexes” (no date)

“Zur Frage der Autorisierung” - 1938 (re. Norwegian authorization of psychoanalysis)

Letter “from German Underground” - 1935 (seems to be written by WR, re. functional unity/dialectical relationships)

“Zur Diskussion über die Grundung eines Internationalen Institut für Sexualökonomische Forschung” (1935?)

“Fragen zur Organisation der Facharbeiter” (Norway - notes)
   Notes on “Problem der Freiheit” (handwritten)

Paper re. co-worker problems (Norway)

“Über Betriebsführung:
   Der natürliche Grundcharakter der Arbeit” - 1937 (included in early version of “Über die natürliche Organisation der Arbeit und ihre Vertretung in der Arbeitsdemokratie”)

Drafts and corrected manuscript for “Über die natürliche Organisation der Arbeit und ihre Vertretung in der Arbeitsdemokratie”

Draft for “Die natürliche Organisation der Arbeit” – 1938
Box 7

“Versuch einer Arbeitsdemokratischen Organisation” (handwritten and transcription) - 1944

“Über die natürliche Organisation der gesellschaftlichen Arbeit” – 1938

“Die praktischen Funktionen der Arbeitsdemokratie” (handwritten and transcription)

“Arbeitsdemokratie - Die Hitlerei zu vernichten” (handwritten and transcription) Includes notes in English re. judging peoples’ sexual lives - morality/immorality. Also includes a list of political-psychological works.

“Dieser Krieg und unsere geistige Verwirrung” - Sept. 1940 (handwritten and transcription)

“Unwanted Interference” - 1940 (copy of this manuscript is in “EP files – Conspiracy”)

“Mechanismus, Mystizismus und biologischen Funktionalismus” 1941 (?)

“Lebensproblem, mechanistische Naturwissenschaft und Religion” - 1940-41 (Includes drafts under the title “Die Stellung der mechanistischen Naturwissenschaft zum Lebensproblem”

Short manuscripts - 1940's

- “Zur Technik der Irrationalität im gesellschaftlichen Leben und der emotionellen Pest” 1942
- “Berichtigung von Besprechungen” - 1942 or 1943 (re. a review of The Function of the Orgasm in November, 1942)
- Rubrik – “Kontaktlösigkeit im sozialen Leben” - 1942
- Rubrik – “Sexualökonomische Medizinische Kritik” -1941
- Rubrik – “Aus der vegetotherapeutische Alltags Praxis”
- Note re. bettering of public health stimulated by news-clipping March 8, 1942
- “Aufhebung der Co-Education in der Sowjetunion” – 1943
- “Ein schwieriges Dilemma” - 1943 (Written in response to a news article re. "unfitness of U.S. youth for army because of too much freedom in childhood")
- Zur Einführung der “Annalen der Orgonbiophysik”
- “Eine Bemerkung über das ‘Svmpathische Verstehen’ der Londoner Lehrer-Gruppe” (Biotechnie Press)

“Korrekte und inkorrekte Diskussion wissenschaftlichen Fragen und Entdeckungen”
Short manuscripts and comments - 1940's

- “Vorsicht in der Anwendung sexual-ökonomischen Wissen” - 1944
- “Ein getroffene sexualökonomische Voraussage” - 1944
- “Eine notwendige Korrektur”
- Notiz: (“Zur Standpunkt der Sexualökonomie in Fragen des Liebeslebens und Defamierung des WR”)
- “Zuschriften und Aufragen” - 1943

“Aus der Geschichte und Tätigkeit unseres Instituts” - 1941

Two articles on mental hygiene work (includes plan for Union Settlement House)

“Aus Deutschland kam folgenden Brief”

“Bronislaw Malinowski - 1884-1942”

“Freiwild Wahrheit” – 1942 (appears in English translation in *Orgonotic Functionalism*, Vol. 5)
“Mishandlung von Sauglingen” – 1942 (appears in English translation in *Children of the Future*)
“Entwurf für die arbeitsdemokratische Konstitution von Orgonon” – 1942
“Versuch einer arbeitsdemokratischen Organisation” - 1944 (handwritten, transcription, copy)
“The Meaning of ‘Disposition to Disease’” – 1944


Statement beginning “mit der Entdeckung, der biologischen Energie hat die sexualökonomische Forschung einen Ruhepunkt und gleichzeitig ihr naturwissenschaftlichen Fundament gewarmen” - (discovery as consequence of work on orgasm problem - reviews reactions to this work – handwritten and transcription)

Definition of “revolutionary” (handwritten and transcription)

Note for chapter on “Der masochistische Charakter” (appears in *Character Analysis*)

“Die emotionelle Pest” – 1943 (in *Character Analysis, 3rd edition*)

Vorwort to II Auflage - *Character Analysis* – 1944

Handwritten corrections for *Character Analysis* and transcription – 1946

Drawings for 3rd edition *Character Analysis*

**Box 8**

*Die Funktion des Orgasmus* - revisions and drafts for later edition of 1927 work (includes material found in copy of 1927 book)

Vorwort to 3rd edition of *The Sexual Revolution* – 1945

Vorwort to 4th edition of *The Sexual Revolution* – 1949

*Die sexuelle Revolution* – 4th edition, 1949

*Die Funktion des Orgasmus* - 1942

Drafts and differing copies for *FO*

*FO* - drawing of vagus-sympathicus and table of functioning of autonomic nervous system

Pages from Ch. IX (*FO*) marked in T.P. Wolfe's handwriting “return to WR”

Miscellaneous from American edition of *FO*, 1942 (index, correction notes, etc.)

**Box 9**

Bio-Energie Arbeiten aus den Jahren 1934-35 (with corrections, 1944-45)

- “Der Orgasmus als electrophysiologische Entladung”
- “Sexualität und Angst: Der Urgegensatz des vegetativen Lebens”
- “Die bioelektrische Funktion von Sexualität und Angst” (plus copy)

*Experimentelle Ergebnisse über die elektrische Funktion der Sexualität* (1936?) Erste Mitteilung

“Orgon-Biophysik” - 1945 (a compilation of the corrected manuscripts listed under the title “Bio-Energie Arbeiten aus den Jahren 1934-35”)

“Sexuelle Erregung ist elektrische Spannung”

“Über das Verhalten von Staphylokokken und Streptokokken im Elektrischen Versuch”

“Vorläufige Mitteilung über die Herstellung von lebensartigen Gebilden auf Grund der Spannungs-Ladungs-Formel” - 1937
“Vorläufige und kurze Mitteilung an die Academie des Sciences in Paris”
- “Bion-experimente zum Krebsproblem” 1936-38 (published as “Bion Experiments on the Cancer Problem” - 1939)

“Beobachtungen über Strahlungsphänomene bei Sapa-Bionen” - 1939

“Die natürliche Organization der Protozoen aus Orgon-Energie Blaschen” (appears with changes in Ch. 11 of Der Krebs)

“Die orgonbiophysikalische Bedeutung der Bione” (This may belong in another manuscript. It begins with page 75.)

Paper re. bions and cancer beginning: “Die Erscheinungen des blasigen Gewebszerfalls, die ich bei den Beobachtungen quellender tierischer und pflanzlicher Gewebe gemacht hatte, schienen nur also eine unmittelbare Beziehung zur Krebsfrage zu haben.”

“Die bioelektrische Funktion der Sexualität” (also entitled “von der Sexualhygiene zum Krebsproblem” 1937-38, with Norwegian & English translations)

“Von der Sexualhygiene zur Biogenese und Krebsfrage”

Drafts/incomplete material re. bions and cancer for Der Krebs (includes handwritten material)
- “Klinische Beobachtungen in der Vegetotherapie”
- “Drei grundsätzlich verschiedene Bion-Typen”
- “Pakett-Amöboide (PA), Zellen und T-Bazillen”
- “Eigenschaften des S-Bacillus”
- “Erste Beobachtungen über der S-Bazillus an Präparaten von Krebskranken”
- Protokoll - 20.1.38 — “Zur Einleitung der Tbc – Untersuchungen”
- Paste-ups for “Bion Experiments on the Cancer Problem”

Box 10

“Die Organization der Krebzellen”

Krebs - 1st Draft:
  a. published article – “Biophysical Functionalism and Mechanistic Natural Science”
  b. “Die Krebserkrankung vom Standpunkt der Sexualökonomie und des Bion-Experiments” (1940)
  c. “Drei verschiedene Biontypen”
d. “Stufen der Krebszellenentwicklung”

e. “Verstandnis des Mause-Teerkrebses auf Grund der Gluhkohle-Bionversuche”

f. “Erste tastende therapeutische Versuche”

g. “Die Orgon-Strahlung”

h. Scheme of state of organs in respiration

Parts of original manuscript for Volume II of *The Discovery of the Orgone: The Cancer Biopathy*

1941

Drafts for Foreword to Volume II (1941, 1942) and Foreword with corrections (1947)

*Die Entdeckung des Orgons, Teil II - Der Krebs* (German manuscript for *The Cancer Biopathy* (filed by chapter I - X)

Copies of material from Volume II

---

**Box 11**

Copies of material from Volume II (*The Cancer Biopathy*)

Draft material for English translation of Volume II

“Der Plan Orgonon”

“Anorgonie des Motilitätsystem und biopathische Fallangst” - 1944 (handwritten and transcript)

“Nachschrift (Epikrise)” (re. cancer - handwritten and transcription)

“Sperma strahlt organotonal” (1939?)

“Versuche am statischen Elektroskop zur qualitativen Bestimmung der Orgon-Strahlung” - 1939

“Störung der Orgon-Versuche durch Luftfeuchtigkeit”

“Der polivalente Nährboden”

“Zur Frage der Infektion” – 1940, p. 2 missing

“Über die Organization plasmatischen Materie aus freier Orgon-Energie” (Experiment XX) (appears with these corrections in “Kosmische Orgonometrie”)

“Advocatus Diaboli” – 1945

“Über den Gebrauch der Atomenergie”
“Is Orgone Atomic Energy?”

“Orgone Biophysics, Mechanistic Science and ‘Atomic’ Energy”

“Orgonomic Approach to the ‘Divining Rod’ Function” - 1946

“Die biologische Revolution vom Homo Normalis zum Kind der Zukunft” - 1942  (Three pages are missing:  p. 33, 34, 35.  Includes English translation.)

“The Evasiveness of Homo Normalis” - 1947

“Orgone-Biophysics is Natural Science and not Medicine”

“Ein Ersuchen an die Leser dieser Zeitschrift”

Vortwort - 1949 - to 1st issue of International Zeitschrift für Orgonomie - published April 1950

---

**Box 12**

“Weitere Orgonphysikalische Beobachtungen und Experimente”

a. “Schein werferphänomene in der Erdorgonhülle”

b. “Eine Röntgenphotographie des erregten Orgon-energiefeldes der Hände”

c. “Das organotische Pendelgesetz”

“Bewegungen eines etwa 3 mm langen und 1/2mm dicken Erdwurmes”

“Empfindungen organotischer Fernwirkung im biologischen Kraftfeld”

“Unterschied zwischen Orgon und Reibungs-Elektrizität”  (handwritten and transcription)

“Mitteilung des Orgon Instituts betriffend den Bau und Gebrauch der Orgon Akkumulatoren” 1943

“Notiz über eine ‘Erleuchtung’ während eines nachtlichen Gewitters am 2. September 1943 zwischen 3 und 5:30 A.M. at Bald Mountain, Maine”

Handwritten manuscripts found together under the title “Orgon-Bio-Physik D-û E-Funktion in Sexualität, Fortpflanzung, Wachstum, Symetrie û Formbildung” – 1941

a. “Die vorgeschichte der Entdeckung der Orgon-Strahlung 1936 bis 1940” (with transcription)

b. “Die Spannungs-Ladûngs Funktion”

c. “Der objektive Nachweis der Orgon Strahlung” (parts included in The Cancer Biopathy)
d. “Anziehende Eigenschaften der Hohlmagnet” (with transcription)

e. “Wachstum, Fortpflanzung und Sexualität - Unmittelbare Funktionen des Orgons”
   (handwritten, and typed copy with hand corrections)

f. “Entwicklung in geometrischer Reihe, Aufsplitterung und Vereinheitlichung”
   (handwritten and typed copy)

g. “Symtriebildung” (handwritten and typed, corrected copy)

h. “Funktionellen Identität von Kontraktion-Expansion und E-und D-Funktion”
   (handwritten, and corrected typed copy)

i. “Attraktion und Dispersion abgeleitet vom Verhalten der atmosphärischen Orgons”
   (handwritten and transcription)

j. “Das Lebendige im seiner Beziehung zur Umwelt” (Handwritten, typed partial
   transcription. Includes material on “Die orgonotische Erstrahlung”)

k. “Nahrungwechsel und Wärmeproduktion” (handwritten manuscript) and typed manuscript
   entitled “Stoffwechsel und Wärmeproduktion in ihrer Beziehung zum Orgon” (These
   two manuscripts are not identical)

“Das Orgonom in trigonometrischer Darstellung” (appears in Cosmic Superimposition)

“Das lebende orgonotische System”

“Das lebendige Orgonome” (appears in Cosmic Superimposition) 2 manuscripts - not identical.

“Die Orgonfunktion in der Wolkenbildung”

“Die orgonotische Attraktion”

“Versuch zur Demonstration der Attraktions und Dissoziations Funktion des Orgons - gleichzeitig
Demonstration der funktionell-orgonotischen Natur der statischen Elektrizität” - 1942

“Die Erscheinungen der ‘Photechie’”

“Die experimentelle Bestätigung der blauen Färbung der Orgon-Strahlung”

“Über die orgonotische Selbststeuerung der Atmung”

“Die orgonotische Pulsation: zur Abgreuzung der Orgonenergie vom Elektromagnetismus
dargestellt in Gesprachen mit einem Elektrophysiker” - 1939-44 (manuscript and copy) –
Parts I & II
Box 13

“Eine orgonphysikalische Arbeitshypothese” Part II of “Gesprachen mit einem Elektrophysiker”
(Handwritten manuscript under the title “Das nichtlebende und das lebende orgonotische Systems”. Also includes a “Vorbemerkung” and a loose page found with manuscript, page 2, concerning orgonotic and magnetic attraction.)

“Meine Begegnung mit Albert Einstein”

“The Luminating Orgone Envelope of the Moon” – 1945

Two papers re. the orgonomic Geiger-Muller reaction Experiment XXI

“The Orgone Energy Envelope”

Notes for works on orgonomic functionalism and partial transcription

“Der energetische Funktionalismus” – 1st draft hand-corrected manuscript - includes chapters 1-4 of Ether, God and Devil)

_Aether, Gott û Teufel (4 chapters)_

Box 14

Material for volume on orgonomic functionalism

“Der energetische Funktionalismus” - 1946/56 (parts II - VII - handwritten corrections)

“Orgonomischer Funktionalismus” - 1946/57 (corrected copy of parts II and III)

Corrected copy of “Der energetische Funktionalismus”

Incomplete English translation of “Der Energetische Funktionalismus”

“Prinzipien der kosmischen Orgonomie” (basically the same material as appears under title “Der energetische Funktionalismus Teil IV-VII” - but not identical)

Folder including “Disposition der orgometr. Zahlen-Ergebnisse” and “Basic Assumption on the Ether in Classical Physics”

“Kosmische Orgonometrie: Die kosmische Anwendung des orgonomischen Pendelgesetzes”
(Vierter Teil)

Original drawings for _Cosmic Superimposition_
Box 15

Rede an den kleinen Mann
- handwritten notebook
- 1st typed draft with handwritten corrections -1946 incomplete preface, 1948 (German)
- English preface, 1948, for a second edition
- Typed manuscript
- W. Steig drawings for Listen Little Man! are filed separately in Box 15a)

Research material and notes for The Murder of Christ

The Murder of Christ - 1951 (hand-corrected manuscript)

Interview of Wilhelm Reich, M.D. by Kurt Eissler, M.D.  (October, 1952 – Orgonon)

“The Emotional Desert” - 1953

Box 15a

W. Steig drawings for Listen, Little Man!

Page proof for Listen, Little Man!

Box 16

The Oranur Experiment 1947-51
- drafts
- copies of chapters 3,4,5,6, and appendix
- published booklets with WR corrections

Layout for film on orgonomy – 1956

Material compiled by WR for a “Core Command Bulletin” 1956 (includes material from “The Silent Observer”, “Response to Injunction”, “Zum Abschied vom meinen europaeischen Freunden” - 1939, and “Historical (Further) Problems of Work-Democracy” 1940)

Oranur II. “Approaching Creation” (Contact With Space) 1st draft - 1956 (includes “Crossroads Ahead” which was used in legal material)

Contact With Space (draft with handwritten corrections)
Box 17

*Contact With Space* (Typescript)

Unbound copy of *Contact With Space* dedicated in handwriting to the Hungarian freedom fighters

“The Misinterpreted OR Motor-Model” – 1956
ORGANIZATIONS (Org.)

All boxes currently labeled “Org.” = “Organizations”

Box 1

Documents, statements, agreements re. Internationalen Institut für Sexualökonomische Lebensforschung”

Catalog Sexpol Verlag

Account of Norwegian Institute, 1936-40

Correspondence with Norwegian banks, 1935-38

Box 2

New York Seminar for Vegetotherapy

Legal documents: Certificates of Incorporation of OIRL Inc. [Orgone Institute Research Laboratories], Memorandum of Agreement (1950) between WR, OI, OIRL, WRF

Legal Documents:
   a. WR & Ilse Ollendorff [IO] conducting business under the name of Orgone Research Fund
      June, 29, 1943
   b. WR & IO conducting business as Orgone Institute Laboratories – June 19, 1943
   c. WR & IO conducting business as Orgone and Cancer Research Laboratory
      June 29, 1943

Legal Documents:
   a. WR & IO conducting business under name of Orgone Institute – February 1943
   b. Cancellation of WR & IO conducting business as Orgone Institute – March, 1947
   c. WR conducting business as Orgone Institute – March, 1947

Legal Documents: OIRL Inc.

Legal Documents:
   a. notice of election of Clerk of Orgone Energy Corporation [OEC] – August 27, 1953,
      with accompanying letter from lawyer Asa Richardson

Association for Orgone Biophysics – minutes of meetings & correspondence

Orgone Institute/Orgone Research Fund reports & financial statements
(see financial records, Boxes 32-39)
Letters accompanying contributions – Orgone Research Fund, 1943-48

Orgone Institute – documents & correspondence re. attempt to obtain legal incorporation in New York, 1942-45

Copy of manuscript: “Was kann das Organinstitut selst zur technischen Durchführung dieses Plans beitragen?”

Orgone Institute – meetings with physicians et al. 1946-52

Letter – Attorney Charles Haydon to WR re. contracts between OI and its employees, Sept. 8, 1954

Documents: WRF/OI “Qualifying Record OI Affidavit (agreeing not to practice medical orgone therapy without permission)

Orgone Institute – insurance policies, 1948

Orgone Institute – Bills, 1943-54

______________________________________________________________

Box 3

Wilhelm Reich Foundation (WRF)

Material re. creation of Wilhelm Reich Foundation

Typed statement with WR corrections: Begins “The name of this corporation is the Wilhelm Reich Foundation...”

Foundation and Orgone Institute Press letterheads, etc.

Board meetings 1949 – Dec. 1952, plus Orgone Energy Bulletin Vol. IV, No. 3, 1952 (Note: This is a huge file.)

1953-1956 WRF - protocols, minutes, research grants, etc.

Agreements and Contracts

Transformation of WRF

List of WRF assets

1955-56 – List of and correspondence re. Foundation assets for possible sale

Reports of various Foundation committees, clinic, etc.

______________________________________________________________
Box 4

Orgone Energy Clinic – monthly reports on cases
(see Box 41 for financial records and reports – Orgone Energy Clinic)

Second International Orgonomic Convention – 1950

Clipping re. Convention, 1953

1954 Seminar – list of those attending

Wilhelm Reich Foundation

Financial correspondence – Gladys Wolfe re. debt to Theodore P. Wolfe

Correspondence – Banks, 1950-56

Employer’s Quarterly Federal Tax Returns, 1951-54

Correspondence re. taxes (includes denial of tax-free status and exemption application
signed by Wm. Moise, showing WRF disposition in case of dissolution)

Correspondence with CPA (Millett, Fish & Dresser), 1951-56

Correspondence and returns – re. State of Maine sales & use tax, 1951-55

Box 5

Wilhelm Reich Foundation

Correspondence re. laboratory equipment & materials
  a. Joseph L. Daniels, re. Geiger-Muller Counter
  b. Addresses for laboratory equipment
  c. Correspondence re. laboratory equipment, etc. 1940-46
  d. Correspondence re. laboratory equipment & supplies, 1942-49
  e. Correspondence re. laboratory equipment, etc. 1950-51
  f. Department of Commerce National Production Authority, 1951

Financial reports (CPA), 1949-55

Box 6

Correspondence re. laboratory equipment, etc. 1952-54

Correspondence – insurance companies 1942-52
Correspondence – Tracerlab
Correspondence – Sanborn Co.
Correspondence re. grants and purposes (contains Archive stamp)
Correspondence – Raymond Rich Associates (public relations) 1950-51
Correspondence & material re. Congressional Committee on Foundations – 1952
Correspondence – FBI, 1952-54 (Archive stamp)
Correspondence – American Foundations Information Service – 1954
Correspondence – Colliers’ Magazine re. 1954 Yearbook (cross reference in “Conspiracy” files)
Correspondence re. possible employment (Archive stamp)
Reports & correspondence re. William Moise expenses 1953-54
General correspondence 1950-54
Copies of FDA Complaint & Injunction, and FDA news release
General correspondence 1954-57
Correspondence – Administrative 1955-56 (William Moise & Eva Reich)
Steig-Moise correspondence 1955-56 (includes a letter from Eva Reich to Wm. Steig re. necessity of translating all of WR’s early works)
Correspondence – DownEast Magazine, 1956
Card Catalogue – WRF members
(Note: Accumulator Department filed separately)

Box 7

Orgone Institute Research Laboratories (OIRL)

WR protocol of OIRL – April 27, 1945 (includes a letter from WR to Staff – Aug. 28, 1946 – after tax-exempt denial)
Diary of OIRL meetings, 1947-49
OIRL by-laws
List of Directors and Statement of Assets
Agreements between WR and OIRL

OIRL correspondence 1945-50 (mostly re. tax exemption attempt – A. Lowen as lawyer)

Tax returns and correspondence 1947-48


Profit and Loss Statements:
  • May 1946
  • May 1948

A.S. Neill lectures – 1947, 1948

Minutes: July 1954 – Sept. 1955

Correspondence 1954

Correspondence 1954 re. possible incorporation in other states

_______________________________

Box 8


Correspondence 1956-57

Accumulator orders & correspondence 1954-55

Accumulator order and finances – 1956
(includes correspondence with lawyer Haydon re. his use of orgone accumulator)

Reports to WR on DOR-buster distribution and handling methods, and T. Mangravite contract


Silvert’s correspondence with Hemingway Bros. Trucking Co., and bills for ladling and receipts, Jan. 1955


_______________________________

Box 9

Bills rendered to OIRL (secretarial, T. Mangravite) 1954-55

Deposit slips – 1955
Expense accounts/expenses paid – 1955-56

Bills and receipts – 1955-56

Card catalogue? (Note: this is the end of OIRL files)

**Orgone Energy Corporation (OEC)**

Correspondence – Finklehoff-Eastmond

Correspondence & protocols

Bound notebook – OEC Accounts (see Org. Box 44 for additional financial records)

WR spiral notebook – 1950

WR appointment book – 1950

Address book

---

**Box 10**

Secretaries’ steno notebooks

---

**Box 11**

**Orgonon**

Notes re. purchase and purpose of Orgonon, sketches, construction, photos of H.O. Templeton, photos of WR

Tagebuch zur Gründung von Orgonon 1942 (handwritten)

Entwurf für die Arbeitsdemokratische Konstitution von Orgonon

Ökonomische und Soziale Struktur Orgonons

List of great pioneers, followed by a list of bearers of the Emotional Plague (EP)

Postcard showing property and WR’s plans for it

Drawing for Orgonon plaque

Correspondence re. mortgage & deeds

Correspondence & memos re. construction of/and equipment for buildings, 1943-52
Correspondence & brochures re. equipment for Observatory
[Curtains are Knoll Assoc. Textile Division, 601 Madison Ave., NYC:
“Devil” K140, #5 Blue, wool & cotton]

Correspondence re. construction of Observatory, 1948-49

Box 12

Orgonon

Visitors’ Book & blueprints for hospital

Fundraising appeal for Observatory & telescope, 1948

Funds received from physicians for construction of Orgone Energy Observatory & Hospital project

Bills for construction of Observatory – 1948 (S.A. Collins, contractor)

Blueprints & correspondence (1951) re. “new laboratory building” (blueprints filed separately)

Sketch of Observatory & floor plan filed separately

Blueprints:
- Observatory
- Kindergarten
- Garage
- Telescope

Correspondence & notes re. Farm Project – 1949

Christmas Tree Project – 1949

Correspondence 1950-52 – Bell, Collins, American Agriculturist (for no trespassing signs)

Correspondence – Town Office, re. taxes

Sharaf protocol re. town taxes on Orgonon – 1951

Articles re. Orgonon in Rangeley newspapers – 1950

Correspondence re. Hospital project, 1949-50

Outline for a public relations & fund-raising program for WRF & hospital

Dr. Raphael’s “Hospital” file, includes letter from WR to lawyer Peter Mills re. hospital and licensing of physicians

Correspondence – Hospital project
Box 13

**Orgonomic Infant Research Center (OIRC)**

Committee on Self-Regulation – round table discussion

Committee on Self-Regulation – lecture (R. Singer, M.D.)

Committee on Self-Regulation – correspondence

Orgonomic Children’s Clinic

Material compiled under heading: “Children of the Future”

Published material compiled under heading: “Children of the Future”

Two papers from OIRC

  “The First Puberty”

  “Genital Games of Children”

Affidavits and information about persons participating in OIRC

Lists – people in OIRC & interested person

OIRC account book

Box 14

OIRC correspondence 1949-51

Letter to WR from a mother re. usual obstetrical practices

OIRC Meetings

Playgroup

Reports and observations on children

Reports by/on:

  a. Jeanne Overman
  b. A.E. Hamilton
  c. G. Hellstrom
  d. Wyvell
  e. H. Farwell
Group A Children
Case History – (Group B)
Case History
Children – Biopathies
Case History
Case History – Chart
Mothers
Children’s poetry

Box 15
Students

Reich’s students – curriculum vitae (includes list of students attending seminars on
energetic functionalism 1949)

List of orgone therapists in New York area, 1948

Physicians’ affidavits re. orgone accumulator 1947, 1955

Affidavits by S. Tropp re. discretion by J. Willie regarding medical DOR-buster and staying out
of Reich’s business

Case histories by WR’s students (4 of them are from recordings)

Articles, lectures by students – published & unpublished

Papers by Myron Sharaf, including statements re. ownership of protocols and reasons for
studying with WR

Miscellaneous – papers, reports regarding/to WR

Correspondence – Orgonomic Medicine

Meetings of AAMO [American Association for Medical Orgonomy] 1949-50

Correspondence AAMO 1949-56
Box 16

AAMO – reports & correspondence – “Willie Mess” [James Willie, M.D.]

Dr. Willie reports to physicians on meetings with lawyers re. injunction 1954-55, and correspondence

Material re. lawyer Haydon and physicians, 1956

Myron Sharaf notebooks (contain quotes and information on WR)

Box 17

Accumulator Department

(See also OIRL files re. accumulator distribution, 1954-56)

Correspondence with Federal/State agencies re. priorities for material, 1942-46

Correspondence – general business, 1950

Correspondence – general business, 1951

Correspondence – general business, 1952

Correspondence – general business, 1952-53

Correspondence – general business, 1954

Correspondence – Canada, 1943-53

Correspondence – with physicians, 1948-53

Correspondence and reports on use of wire mesh instead of sheet metal

Correspondence re. orgone blankets, funnels

List of/and correspondence with delinquent contributors

Correspondence re. requests for instructions for building accumulators, 1951

Correspondence – Norman Hinton

Correspondence – Ollendorff-Kerns, 1950

Correspondence – Miriam Eisenberg (Orgone Energy Clinic), 1949-52
Box 18
Accumulator Department

Correspondence with B. Borek re. distribution 1952-54
Correspondence with H. Jackson/W. Moise re. accumulator transport 1951-52
Correspondence with S.A. Collins & Sons, Sept. 1949 - Dec. 1950
Correspondence with S.A. Collins & Sons, 1951
Correspondence with S.A. Collins & Sons, 1952
Correspondence with S.A. Collins & Sons, 1953-54
Applications & Correspondence – A

Box 19
Accumulator Department

Applications & Correspondence – B

Box 20
Accumulator Department

Applications & Correspondence – C
Applications & Correspondence – D
Applications & Correspondence – E

Box 21
Accumulator Department

Applications & Correspondence – F
Applications & Correspondence – G
Box 22
Accumulator Department
Applications & Correspondence – H
Applications & Correspondence – I
Applications & Correspondence – J
Applications & Correspondence – K

Box 23
Accumulator Department
Applications & Correspondence – L-M

Box 24
Accumulator Department
Applications & Correspondence – N-R

Box 25
Accumulator Department
Applications & Correspondence – S

Box 26
Accumulator Department
Applications & Correspondence – T-Z
Agreements & Affidavits re. use of accumulator, 1942-46
Reports on accumulators and Accumulator Dept. – 1950, 1952-53
Reports on accumulator distribution, 1950-52
Memos to WR re. accumulators, 1951-52
Notes on meetings with WR re. accumulators, 1950-51

Application WRF to Orgone Institute to build accumulators

---

Box 27

Accumulator Department

Accumulator file by number, 1950-52

Accumulators sold for non-medical use

Graphs showing sales and rentals – no date (currently in a Refile Box)

Miscellaneous 1943-47

- Listing of early accumulators and users
- Questionnaires
- WR memos re. construction and use, 1943
- Notice re. patent refusal
- Material sent to users, 1943

Questionnaire – 1947

Questionnaire – 1949

Questionnaire – 1950 A-K

---

Box 28

Accumulator Department

Questionnaire – 1950 L-Z

Questionnaire – 1951

Reports from accumulator users on beneficial results

Reapplication for accumulator 1952-53

Accumulator Department Forms

- Reply to first application affidavit
- Medical & non-medical answer to inquiry
- Catalogue Sheet
- Application for use
- How to use
- Instructions for assembling and how to ground DOR-busters
- Instructions for construction
- Physician’s report
- Questionnaire to physicians
- Certificate non-medical use
- Inquiry re. condition of accumulator
- 2 year reapplication
- re. payment

Secretaries’ steno pads and notebooks

---

**Box 29**

**Accumulator Department**

M. Silvert-Orgone Institute correspondence re. accumulator questionnaire, 1951-53

Lists and correspondence with physicians re. accumulator questionnaire, 1953

Patient correspondence re. accumulator questionnaire, 1953-54

Accumulator users, 1953

1953 Completed Accumulator Questionnaires, A-La

---

**Box 30**

**Accumulator Department**

1953 Completed Accumulator Questionnaires, La - Z

---

**Box 31**

**Accumulator Department**

Card catalogues of accumulator users

---

**Box 32**

**Orgone Research Fund**

Orgone Research Fund/Orgone Institute – ledgers & checkbooks
Box 33
Orgone Research Fund

Orgone Research Fund/Orgone Institute – ledgers & checkbooks

Box 34
Orgone Research Fund

Orgone Research Fund/Orgone Institute – ledgers & checkbooks

Box 35
Orgone Research Fund

Orgone Research Fund/Orgone Institute
- check books
- bank statements and cancelled checks, Sept. 1942 – May 1945

Box 36
Orgone Research Fund

Bank statements and cancelled checks, June 1945 - May 1949

Box 37
Orgone Research Fund

Bank statements and cancelled checks, June 1949 - June 1951

Orgone Institute, Orgone Research Fund, Orgone Institute Research Laboratory legal and financial material lumped together for possible tax-exemption. Includes:
- Constitution & by-laws of Norwegian Institute
- Certificate of incorporation – OIRL, Inc.
- Agreement between WR and OIRL re. accumulators, 1948
- Financial reports Orgone Research Fund, 1943
- Report on activities of Orgone Institute, 1939 - June 1944
- Financial report of Orgone Research Fund, 1944 (lists contributors)
- Financial report OIRL – June, 1945
Financial miscellaneous
- Loan payable – T. P. Wolfe, 1941-50
- Note re. WR relationship to research fund, 1947
- Letter re. WR relationship to research fund, 1949


Correspondence with CPA Stanley Ferber, 1949-52

---

**Box 38**

Ferber files (cont’d) – includes WRF tax returns, 1949-55, and final tax close-out in 1960

OIRL Social Security and withholding tax reports, 1941-50

Financial report 1949 (2 copies)

WRF – monthly estimates of income and expenses, 1951-52

Account books – WRF, OIRL: June, 1, 1949 - May 31, 1950

Journal and ledger, 1950

---

**Box 39**


Account book – WRF: June, 1, 1951 - Dec 31, 1952

Trial Balances – WRF: 1951-53

New York Account of OIRL – August, 1954 (Silvert)

Accounts OIRL – Aug. 16, 1954 - April. 1956 (Silvert)

Financial reports, Aug. 1954 - Apr. 1956

---

**Box 40**

Financial material re. “The Children’s Place” 1944-45
Box 41
Financial material re. Orgone Energy Clinic
WRF bank books, 1950-54

Box 42
Bank statements – WRF: June 1950-52

Box 43
Bank statements – WRF: June 1953-55
Deposit slips 1952-54

Box 44
Financial records, check book, deposit slips, etc. - Orgone Energy Corp, Wilhelm Reich Infant Trust Fund

Box 45
Bills, 1944-47

Box 46
Bills – 1948, 1949-50

Box 47
Bills – 1949-50, 1951-53
Box 48
Bills, 1951-53
Accumulator production bills – 1949-54
Bills – 1954
Bills – OROP Desert, 1954-55

Box 49
Bills, 1954-55
ORGONE INSTITUTE (O.I.)

All boxes currently marked “O.I.” = “Orgone Institute”

Some fragile material is contained in Boxes 1, 2, 3, 9

---

**Box 1**

*(Some fragile materials in this box)*

- Handwritten notes re. archives
- Schema of work development
- Original invitation for Seminar für Sexuologie - 1920
- PSA (Psychoanalytic Association) addresses of European analysts
- Form for medical history
- E. Simmel "Die Psychoanalyse im Film"
- “Das Psychoanalytische Volksbuch” – Federn, Meng
- Quotation from L.R. Müller “Lebensnerven und Lebenstriebe”
- Case histories
  - Case history: Pa – Schiz
  - Case history: Mediumpsychose
  - Case history: Hysterischen psychopathie
- Notes - anthropological work for *Der Einbruch der Sexualmoral*
- Protokoll – Kranken und Schuler, Marz 1919, 1940-49

---

**Box 2**

*(Some fragile materials in this box)*

- Lecture - technical seminar
Notes for lectures and discussions (including Lucerne farewell – August, 1934)

Lectures at University in Oslo, 1935

Newspaper notice of lecture and handwritten note re. Sexpol

Sexök-Diamat-Psa. – Grundprobleme – Differenzen mit Freud

Kritik der Psa. (Dispositionen ü Abschriften)

Psa. - Opposition

Chart: Psa. - Character analysis – orgonomy

Photo of August Forel

Dispositionen zür sexuelle Oekonomie (notebook with notes stuck in) "Komenter Sexökonomie”
No. 1

Komenten Sexökonomie II

Komenten Sexökonomie III

Box 3

(Some fragile materials in this box)

Sexökonomie III - con't. (notes, newspaper clippings)

Notebook on sexual and political psychology

Notebook and inserts

Notebook - Pol. - Psych. - Aufsätze

Notebook - political psychology

Miscellaneous - sex-economy

Unpublished text on mass psychology

Quotation from "Das Kapital" – Marx

Newspaper clipping - Hitler in Vienna 1938 – “Fest der Einheit”

Censorship of WR literature, 1930

Gestapo ban on WR’s writings – 1935
Zur Geschichte der Sexpol - 1919-37 (notes, clippings, etc.) - includes statement and notes for 1934 PSA Congress at Lucerne, and statement before Congress of World League for Sexual Reform, September 16, 1930

Box 4

Sexpol
- Germany
- Denmark
- Scandinavia
- Holland

Geschicht der Deutschen Sex-Pol Bewegung, 1932

WR manuscripts, Sept. 1932
- “Was hat sexualität mit Politik zu tun?”
- “Klärung der Frage innerhalb der revolutionären Partei”
- “Die Familie als zentrales Gebiet der Sexualpolitik”
- “Die Angst der Frau vor der sexuellen Freiheit”

Mitteilungsblatt der Sexpol 1935 – August 1938

Box 5

German Sexpol, 1930-32

Sexpol – Jugend probleme – Zeitschrift der Jugend

“Kinder Klagen An” Irma Kessel, Teil 2

Sexpol – varied material re. youth (includes WR case history)

Questions on sexuality

Discussion and material on youth

Jacket for *Die sexuelle Kampf der Jugend* (1930), and pages from *Die Kreidedreick*

Sexpol – RF (Red Fascist arguments vs. WR and PSA)

Sexpol - miscellaneous

Miscellaneous notes re. social problems

Notes on "Freiheitsproblem"

Handwritten note for books and subjects re. social sex-economy
Notwendige Massnahmen im falle der Zusammenbruch des faschisten Organizationen

3 bound notebooks on sex economy, orgasm theory, and research

Looseleaf notebook-"Leben-Org. formel" (has dated notes 1936, 1937)

_____________________________________________________________

**Box 6**

Notebook (with many loose papers stuck in) – Versuches Bioelectrical experiments, 1935 notes, letters re. equipment:
- “Das orgastische Potential”
- “Lad. Spannung vers. an Organen”
- “Strahlung”

Bio-electric experiment note

Data - electrical investigation

Electro-Fotos zur Sexualität à Angst - 1935-6

Oscillograph photos – 1937, as in published report  (English translation of photo captions i-xi.)

References to bioelectric phenomena and ovulation

French material re. bodily activity and psychic waves (probably sent to WR)

Schema of the sex economy of the autonomic nervous system

Laboratory inventory 1937, and letter answering question re. use of high magnifications

Institute, Norway - personnel, equipment, tasks, etc.

Looseleaf notebook – “Orgasmuslehre - Pathologie und Krankengeschichten” (includes note on T.P. Wolfe 1938 and on Jörgan Neergaard 1936)

Loose leaf notebook – Entwicklung der Bionenforschung - April 1936-Dec. 31, 1936

_____________________________________________________________

**Box 7**

Looseleaf notebook - Entwicklung der Bionenforschung - Jan. 1, 1937 to August 7, 1937
(and partial transcription thru March 25, 1937)

Looseleaf notebooks - Entwicklung der Bionenforschung - August 10, 1937 to Oct. 29, 1938
(and loose pages re. details of certain experiments from October 29, 1938 to December 1939, includes preparations sent to French Academy)
Looseleaf notebook - Protocol of experiments from July 7 - August 5, 1937 (with Roger DuTeil)

English translation of parts of preceding protocol

Journal - Odd Wennesland (in Norwegian)

Notes by laboratory worker – 1938: laboratory procedures, some shorthand, course protocols

Box 8

Course outline - 1939 (bions) - Page 1 missing

Research notebook – 1937-38

Research/preparations – 1937-39

Newsletter from International Institute for Sex-economic Life Research - August 1938

Report on cultivability of bions - 1937

Incomplete report on bions

Outline of film on Preparation 8 - 1936

WR protocol re. bions - March 12, 1937

Kultur-journals (in Norwegian)

Typed paragraph re: problem of air germ theory

Preparation/protocols re. bions and beginning cancer experiments

Meetings/protocols - 1936-39

Box 9

Norwegian Press Campaign

(newspaper clippings are fragile)

Table of events

Main points

Sexpol newsletter

Diary notes (2.IV.38) for student discussion
Newspaper clippings / reports – 1937-39

Letter from WR to Johan Scharffenberg – 19.4.38

English draft translation of some of Norwegian material

Miscellaneous news clippings – 1938-39 (mostly socio-political)

_____________________________________________________________

Box 10

Photographs

Bion photos and some negatives (“Fotos von Nr.1”)  (Note: Photos are filed with the description which was clipped to them. However, the numbers on the photos and the descriptions do not always match, and there are identifying descriptions without pictures which are filed separately.)

Illustrations for Die Bione (incomplete & some handwritten captions)

Photo album – Moos ü Erde Bione - 1936 (some photos have been removed)

Bion cultures with descriptions on form of “Internationales Institute für Sexual Ökonomische Forschung”

Photo album – Bion cultures - 1936-38

Photo album – “Krebs Mensch ü Maûs” Sept. 1936 - Nov. 1938  (handwritten captions, some photos removed)

Autopsy of cancer mouse

Original pictures, drawings, captions used in The Cancer Biopathy

X-ray photos of orgone field

Miscellaneous photos:
- Red Blood Cells (RBC)
- Magnet

Photo album – Moos ü Erde

Photo album – Bion cultures 1936-38

Photo album – Krebs Mensch ü Maûs

Photo album – Cancer
**Box 11**

Naturwissenschaftliche literatur, die diesen Krebsstudien zu Grunde lag.

Notebook - Bion u Krebsforschung 29.X.38–15.XII.39

Looseleaf notebook – Geschichte der Krebsforschung, November 1936 - November 1938

Carcinoma-therapy diary (Ca. VI) December 15, 1939 - March 1941 (a lot of English - shows use of orgone accumulator in October 1940)

Mice protocols

---

**Box 12**

Mice protocols 1940-41

Mimeo sheets for mice protocols

Mice Protocols - summary of experiments with orgone solution:
- drinking
- injection
- bion packs

Mouse autopsy protocol

Earth bion pads and orgone accumulator construction for nose and vagina

Photos - cancer mice

Material re. leukemia: protocols - 1950 and 1951

“Air-Germs” (article by Helen MacDonald, 1951)

Miscellaneous re. cancer

Lists of cancer grants & grantees – 1948

Excerpts from cancer case histories – 1941

Questionnaire re. use of orgone accumulator

Lee case – cancer: 1951

---
Box 13

Barnes case – cancer: 1950-51

Case histories
- G. Greissle
- Ollendorff

Genital pathology - operation reports from Wm. Anderson, M.D.

Reports on cancer patients

Various schemas and tables - cancer air infection, bion cultures, orgone measurements – 1937

WR statement on orgone energy – 11.4.39 (April 11, 1939)

Research notebook – 1939 (includes photos, negatives, drawings)

Drawing from research notebook

Dispensation – “Die Kreiselwelle” - 1939

Protocol - Feb.11, 1939 - Orgonoscop – Versuche zur Feststellung der Beziehung zwischen Glas und Harzreibungelektrizität an toten Filz und lebendigem Haar

Schema for orgonoscope - 1942

Lumination effect - X-ray

Note and drawings re. orgone energy field action

Inorganic Objects and Orgonotic Phenomena

Experimentellen Nachweis der Physikalischen Orgonenergie (Vorläufige Mitteilung)

Dispensation re. “Aus den Orgonexperimenten abgeleitete Gesetzmassigkeit"

Case history 1945 – Über einen Fall von chronischer Anorgonie mit acutem Emotionallem Icterus Gleichzeitig ein Beltrag zur Beziehung von Orgonbiophysik und mechanistischer Medizin

Rules to follow in basic research

Dispensation on orgone - 1947

Chart – Geiger-Muller reaction to fresh earth and earth bions

Information on movie film of Exp. XX - 1950

Exp. XXI - 1947
General remarks re. motor force

Disposition re. discovery of motor force

Meteorological reactions of orgone in the vacuum – 1950

Protocol - orgonomic amplification - Oct. 1950

2 charts filed separately (Box 44)

Mimeo sheets on construction and use of orgone accumulator

Medical DOR-buster - 1955 - picture and WR caption

Protocol – orgon forschung Oct. 1, 1940 - Oct. 31, 1941

Versuch einer theoretischen Orgonitätslehre

an Hand der Beobachtungen und Messengun in der Atmosphere, am orgonoskop,
orgon-akkûmûlator, electroskop, und an lebenden materie

_____________________________________________________________

Box 14

Graphs and schema - orgone tension, To-T, weather - 1950


Orgone water graphs - 1954

PR XX – Primary Biogenesis - protocol January 2, 1945 - May 26, 1945

Exp. XX - protocols 1944-45

Protokoll 1 - Astronomische Beobachtungen Gravitationsversuche und Lichttheorie,
3 Mai 1942–14 März 1944 (includes 4 bion pictures and a picture of an orgonoscope set-up, 1939)

Published materials inserted in Protokoll I

Tagebuch der Orgon-Forschung II - Feb. 24, 1940- Feb. 20, 1941

_____________________________________________________________

Box 15

Helen MacDonald reports on Exp. XX - May 1952

Students’ Laboratory Protocols - Sol Kramer and Michael Rothenberg
Laboratory protocols re. bions 1945-51

Orgonometrische Formeln - April 1943 – “Das orgonotische Funktionsgesetz der Natur”

Orgonomischer energetischen Funktionalismus 1944

“Das orgonotische Funktionsgesetz der Natur” II Teil: “Das orgonotische Pendelgesetz” 1943-45

“Das orgonotische Funktionsgesetz der Natur” I  April 1943 (papers and notes inserted)

Box 16

“Das orgonotische Funktionsgesetz der Natur” II June 1945 (papers and notes inserted, including notes made in 1954-57)

Material on cosmic orgonometry - 1946 (tables and drawings)
  schema of orgonotic energy system
  schema of D and E function
  separation of organomes from Kr wave
  arrangement for proof of orgonotic pulsation of the frequency of Kr² pendelzuge
  demonstration of orgonotic attraction of organic material and repulsion of metallic material in orgone energy field of a metal sphere
  vacor tubes
  basic scheme of biological pulsation
  schema of D and E function

Kr³ - system- unfinished (photocopies, 1956)

Box 17

Die Methode des energetischen Funktionalismus - July 1945 (and inserted page)

Oscillograph experiments – 1945-46

Orgon-Biophysik - Theoret. Dispositionen - 1934-46

Orgon-Biophysik – Protokoll, July 18, 1946-Sept. 25,1950 (includes inserted schema “Kopplingsschema foi Likstromsfoistarkare” and insert “Practical Course in Orgone Biophysics” (Note: this is a 300 page notebook)

Notebook 1948 – “Zu Erledigen”
  questions and answers re. electrons
  motor experiments
  mathematics
Box 18

Composition notebooks

1 Orgon Physik
Bion research
Orgon - diagrams
1940-44

Gesch. Orgonom - 1944
“Schematische Darstellung der Funktionen der Kreiselwelle und des Kr Systems des Lebendigen”

Orgon-Physik
Geschlossene Orgonometrie - 1944

Orgonometrie - Offene KR
Jan. 1, 1944 - March 20, 1944

Orgonometrie der Kreiselwelle – Offene KR
March 20, 1944 – July 3, 1944

Orgonometrie der KR - Schalttag, Planetäre Bewegung
July 3, 1944 - Dec. 22, 1944

Kosmische Orgonometrie
Dec. 22, 1944 - July 3, 1945
Funkt. Gr. - Gesetz

Offene Orgonometrie
April 28, 1945 - July 29, 1946

Orgonometrie - Gkr
Feb. 6, 1946 - August 7, 1946

Orgonometrie
Sept. 25, 1946 - May 6, 1947

Orgonometrie
May 6, 1947 - January 13, 1948

Orgonometrie – $t^2$
August 8, 1947 - Feb. 2, 1948 (includes information on motor force)

Orgonometry - $f$ equations
January 16, 1948 - January 27, 1949 (includes information on motor force)

Disp. KRW (includes “Why F & D [Food and Drug] cannot investigate the accumulator without our help”) July 1948
“The Resultant CFP [Common Functioning Principle]”
November 6, 1949-1954

“The Aurora Display on Oct. 15, 1949”
(original is on the back of a page in a PERSONAL (P) Box – Income Tax”)

----------------------------------------------------------

Box 19

Transformation of classical equations into functional form (given to WR by W. Washington, 1948)

Miscellaneous orgonometric material (notes and drawings)

Equations given to Dr. Silvert for safekeeping (includes “Elimination of Mass Attraction g.” 1955)

Notes given to Wm. Steig for safekeeping

Orgonometry (typed - possibly part of volume on orgonomic functionalism - includes symbols used in orgonometric equations)

Miscellaneous material - mostly orgonometry (WR must have had this material together during legal action - MH)

Small notebook - Krπ Project - 1951

Log. - cosmic engineering - 1952

Pocket log - 1952 (Oranur)

Orgonomic Diary - Dec. 1, 1952-1953 (Oranur-DOR protocols inserted in diary)

Information and pictures of hurricanes

Orgonometric Cole. - Gravit. contin. - January 16, 1950 - 1954


----------------------------------------------------------

Box 20

Records of oscillograph measurements - Oranur

Catalogue regulations/correspondence

Measurements of radium and at GM autoscaler in 1951
Oranur protocols and reports:
- 1950-51
- 1950-54
- 1955

Oranur - mice protocols

Log - Oranur 1953-May 16, 1955 (Materials inserted in Log-Oranur)

Box 21

Oranur photos:
- orite - buildings
- WR
- DOR effects on rocks
- transparencies - DOR/oranur
- Oranur effects on movie film

Oranur
- health protocols
- biophysical reactions

WR case history – “Heartbreak Anorgonia”

Announcement of medical oranur clinic – 1956

Atomic Energy Commission Announcement of Regulation on Special Nuclear Material - 1956

Correspondence and phone calls - September 1950 - November 1951
(includes copy of Atomic Energy Commission letter to Peter Mills re. oranur - September 29, 1950, plus a list of persons and organizations to whom statement on Oranur was sent)

Correspondence, phone calls, and reports
- 1952
- 1953
- 1954

Los Angeles EP - Oranur - 1954

Correspondence with National Science Foundation - 1953 re. grant - oranur

Westlake lecture on oranur (England, 1952)

Correspondence with Modern Development Services Ltd. (England)

Photostats of correspondence re. oranur (public agencies)

Eva Reich correspondence re. oranur
Box 22

Oranur
  - protocols of meetings - Dec. 1950-1951
  - historical notes - Dec. 1950-1951

Notes on the human dilemma - recorded from WR’s statements by Myron Sharaf - 1952

“Emotional Reaction to Oranur” - E. Levine, M.D.

“Social Repercussions of Oranur” - reports, correspondence

Oranur 1952-53 - WR report

WR handwritten notes re. GM counter reaction – April 1952 (Eva Reich has written on it)

Protocols - DOR emergency

Duplicates of oranur material - meetings, notes, correspondence, etc. 1951-54

Tracerlab Film Badge Service

Log - measurements of oranur in transition period Dec. 8, 1953 - March. 12, 1954 (Robert McCullough)

Miscellaneous – news clippings, information re. X-ray tube, rocks

WR protocol - orgonomic research Sept. 30, 1950-Feb. 28, 1953 - Oranur

Box 23

Oranur chemistry

WR handwritten statement re. orene / oranur chemistry

McCullough protocol - Oranur chemistry Exp. XXX - 10, 1953

McCullough - DOR-oranur research - July 1953-Sept. 8, 1953

WR-McCullough Diary (Log) - 1954 (followed by inserts)

Oranur chemistry protocol (typed) - Sept. 8, 1953 - March 4, 1954 (includes some material not in handwritten log)

Oranur chemistry protocol - WR-McCullough log - Sept. 8, 1953-Jan. 18, 1954
Box 24

Duplicate copy of typed oranur chemistry protocol

“Some Observations on Silver Iodide and Cloudseeding” (R. McCullough)

“The Rocky Road from Mechanism to Functionalism” (McCullough)

Note on geological climates (McCullough)

“Deterioration in Trees - Spring, 1954” (McCullough)

WR - description of cloudbuster and its use - mechanical/functional

WR notes re. cloudbusting (includes “Rules in Cloud engineering”)

Material re. cloudbuster for patent lawyer

CORE – 1952-53 - correspondence and reports

Cloudbuster operations protocol - Sept. 19, 1953-Sept. 28, 1954 (Wm. Moise)

CORE - 1954 - correspondence and reports (includes public relations and contact with city and government officials)

CORE - OROP Desert Ea. - 1955 (correspondence)

CORE - CROP Desert Ea. - 1956 (correspondence and reports)

CORE - correspondence with American Airlines - 1954

CORE - correspondence with Southworth Machine Co. re. cloudbuster construction, etc.

CORE - EP - Richard Blasband - correspondence and protocols - 1953-54

Telegram to Pierrakos

Need for legislation re. use of weather control

Box 25

Weather control - articles and clippings (includes copies of Bangor Daily News article on blueberry operations, 1953)

Text of TV film on WR and cloudbuster - March 30, 1954 - Channel 6, Portland, Maine

Chart showing measurement of storm - Nov. 25/26, 1950
Log - weather work - Orgonon 1952 (includes envelope with cards showing oranur weather control contacts)

Cloudbuster protocols - 1952

Protocols and reports on OROPS - 1953-54 (includes report on Orop Desert Drug, March 22, 23, 1954)

OROP protocols and reports - hurricanes - 1954-55

Experimental combat of hurricanes - 1955

Duplicates of weather control material

Miscellaneous - weather control
  - copy of weather map from Atlas
  - some notes on desert from a talk by WR, August, 1954
  - published material from journal CORE
  - notes and drawings - WR (some mathematics)

WR - Moise correspondence and reports re. weather control - 1953-54

OROPS 1953 - protocols, correspondence, and statements

OROPS - Hancock 1953

OROP - New York 1953 - reports and correspondence

OROP Ellsworth 1953

Moise files on OROPS - 1954

OROPS - New York City 1955

OROPS - Washington 1956

OROP INFANT Atlantic Coast Sites 1954

Correspondence with WR’s students re. cloudbusting

Reports, weather summaries 1956

Correspondence with individuals and companies interested in cloudbuster operations (farmers, growers, American Airlines, etc.)

Correspondence and reports - Vegetable Growers Corp. 1953

Reports, correspondence, meetings with the press and public officials re. weather control and Ea’s (includes Air Force contacts) 1953-56 (filed by date)
Box 26

McCullough correspondence - 1953

McCullough correspondence and reports OROP Yuma - 1954

Desert expedition - equipment, Moise tasks at end of expedition

Itinerary protocol to Arizona - 1954

Pocket notebook - WR dictated to Eva Reich on trip to Arizona

Documents, protocols, and statements
  a) DOR removal in southwestern desert
  b) combination of Oranur and cloudbuster
  c) WR statement re. lumination
  d) GM reaction to Oranur-affected radium
  e) atmospheric changes
  f) miscellaneous, undated statement re. whitish powder and UFOs

Contracts and agreements - McCullough, Moise, Wm. Ketchum (includes list of material taken to Jacumba, California)

Agreement re. royalties on cloudbuster

Sketches for OROP Desert Ea operators’ badge

Correspondence re. transportation of Orur from Orgonon to Tucson - 1954

“Problem Saturn”

Orop Desert Ea - Correspondence, protocols, clippings - 1954-56

Notebook - Table of Events: April 17, 1954-Oct. 1, 1954 (McCullough)

Ea protocol - Oct. 1, 1954-April 20, 1956 (kept by Robert McCullough)

Log - Protocol - August 1, 1955 - April 25, 1956 (McCullough)

WR Log - CORE II (handwritten copy) – “Expedition Desert 1952-55”

Box 27


CORE II (2nd typed copy)

OROP Desert Ea - Log - February 2, 1952-February 6, 1956
Box 28

OROP Desert - summary of engineered rains - November 1954-March 1955 (Wm. Moise)

Ea file - OROPS, reports, conjectures re. W. Washington

Correspondence re. Ea

Ea pictures and negatives (Tucson)

Material re. Ea’s

Ea - CIA file

Historical correlation - Ruppelt report and Ea’s

OROP Desert Ea. (Southwestern expedition) - protocols, weather reports

Expedition OROP Desert - financial (correspondence, bank statements, accountant's statements of receipts and expenditures) - see also Organization (Org.) files - Box 48

Expedition OROP Desert - contributions

Expedition OROP Desert - public relations, protocols, correspondence, meetings with Tucson citizens

Expedition OROP Desert - public relations (protocols, correspondence with public officials and press)

Medical file - Tucson

Moise correspondence - 1954-55

Expedition OROP Desert - general correspondence

Expedition OROP Desert - administrative correspondence

Expedition OROP Desert - correspondence Orgonon and Rangeley

McCullough correspondence 1955

Correspondence - Jacumba (Ketchum) 1955-56

Correspondence - McCullough-Moise - 1955-56

W. Steig's correspondence and clippings re. weather control 1955-58

Correspondence - Tasmania re. cloudbusting 1955
Correspondence - Israel embassy re. weather control 1955

Desert development - DOR (notes, reports, protocols)

“DOR Events” - Steig reports and correspondence

Steig - article on the cloudbuster

Care and dispersion of OROP equipment - 1956-57

Miscellaneous reports and observations re. weather

Miscellaneous notes and papers sent to WR

Weather reports and clippings - 1953

_____________________________________________________________

**Box 28a**

News clippings re. weather

_____________________________________________________________

**Box 29**

News clippings re. weather

News clippings re. hurricane “Edna” - 1954

Moise protocol notebooks

_____________________________________________________________

**Box 30**

Moise - personal observations 1955

Moise protocol notebooks

Standard Diary - Moise weather protocol - 1954

_____________________________________________________________

**Box 31**

Confirmations / Affidavits 1936-53
WR - legal affidavits re: discoveries
   a) Orgone energy
   b) motor force
   c) vacor phenomena
   d) basic orgonometric functional equations

Affidavit and protocol re. Salk vaccine - 1955

Miscellaneous source material:

   Tables re. temperature, relative humidity, equivalents

   War Department technical manual - surveying tables

   “Contemporary Films” catalogue

   re. conjugal visits in Mexican prisons

   classical astronomical quotations (Kepler)

   Excerpts from *The Nature of the Physical World*, A.S. Eddington

   material re. Planck's quantum theory (some in W. Washington handwriting)

   magazine clippings

   Excerpt from *Physik als Abenteuer der Erkenntnis* – Einstein - Infeld

   Michelson-Morley (part in W. Washington handwriting)

   magazine article re: birds “Flying Blind”

   “The Special Theory of Relativity”

   Excerpt from Encyclopedia Britannica on ether

   Newton – “The Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy”

   Planck – “Das Weltbild der neuen Physik”

   Newton - excerpt from “Opticks”

   “I Called It God”

   Excerpts from *The Expanding Universe* - A.S. Eddington

   Excerpts – “Sunspots and their Effects” - H.T. Stetson

   Excerpts from article on “Prevalence of Spiral Arrangements”
Chart: paths of earth, sun, stars, moon

Article on “Reichenbach's 'Od'” “Struktur des Protoplasmas”

"Die Sage von Invvayla'u"

List of films that WR thought were related to his work

Miscellaneous notes - WR (1950, mathematics, torn piece)

List – “Historical Documents”

Miscellaneous clippings (includes list of pseudonyms used in Sexpol literature)

Clippings re. Einstein

_____________________________________________________________

Box 32

Patient Files

Case histories - Vienna

Case histories - Oslo and early New York (1939) - includes Edith Jacobson, WR, Elsa Lindenberg, Judith Bogen - use of bion applications, blood tests

Case histories - Rangeley

Case history – D. P.

Case history – E. P.

Case histories: A-B

Case histories: C-D

Case histories: E-G

Case histories: H

Case histories: I-J

_____________________________________________________________

Box 33

Patient Files

Case histories: K
Case histories: L
Case history: S.L.
Case histories: M
Case histories: N
Case histories: P
Case histories: R

Box 34
Patient Files

Case histories: S
Case histories: T
Case histories: W-Z

Lectures

WR lectures - Oslo 1938
“Der psychophysische Apparat reduziert auf der Funktion einer Blase”
“Die Panzerung”
“Struktur des Charakters Neurotische Symptomatik”
“Vegetotherapie”

WR lectures - New School for Social Research, 1940 (includes pictures from the bioelectric experiments)

WR medical lectures - 1949-50 (transcriptions of recordings)

Medical orgonomy - WR and students - discussion/questions/answers - 1949 (transcription of recordings)

Box 35
Discussion / Questions / Answers (con't. from Box 34)

Corrected duplicate manuscript of Questions/Answers
Published activities re. medical orgonomy (*International Journal of Sex-Economy and Orgone-Research* and *Orgone Energy Bulletins*):

a) Notes on orgone accumulator and orgastic potency
b) “A Clarification”
c) Questions and answers re. orgone accumulator
d) “Physiological Anchoring of Psychic Conflicts”
e) “A Psychoanalytic Dilemma”

M. Sharaf paper – “On a Dangerous, Mystical Misinterpretation of Orgone Therapy”

Listing - articles and books re: sex-economy and orgone research

Articles and reviews - Scandinavia

Opinions on *Der sexuelle Kampf der Jugend*

Clipping book with reviews of Sexpol writings and a review by Wilhelm Stekel of *Charakteranalyse*

---

**Box 36**

Reviews about sex-economy and orgone research - 1925-35

Articles and books re: sex-economy and orgone research 1935-46

---

**Box 37**

General published articles on orgonomy - 1947-49

Reviews, articles on orgonomy - 1950-51

---

**Box 38**

Reviews, articles on orgonomy - 1952-56

Reviews - *The Sexual Revolution*

Reviews - *Character Analysis*

Reviews - *Journal of Sex-Economy and Orgone Research*

Reviews - *The Mass Psychology of Fascism*

Reviews - *The Function of the Orgasm*
Reviews - *Listen, Little Man!*

Review of reviews

Opinions, letters, etc. re. Reich's books

Requests for rights to quote from Reich's books

List - references to orgonomy in books, periodicals, and lectures

Letters and extracts from letters, articles, and lectures re. WR's work

_____________________________________________________________

**Box 39**

Continuing from last item in Box 38: extracts from letters, articles, lectures re. WR’s work (some duplicates)

References to WR in Clara Thompson's *Psychoanalysis: Evolution and Development*

Miscellaneous clippings:

- Material from an anatomy book showing muscles (includes picture of vegetative nervous system published by WR in *The Function of the Orgasm*, 1942)
- Articles and material sent to WR
- Journals, magazines found among WR's things
- Copy of *The Psychoanalytic Reader* (ed. Robert Fliess)
- Clippings found in Students’ laboratory – “Pest”

_____________________________________________________________

**Box 40**

**Miscellaneous**

Records of and correspondence re. donations - WR, WRF, WRITF

Orgone X-ray films

X-rays - "Organic/Inorganic"

X-rays – patients
Blueprints
- Orgonon
- Cloudbuster

Maps of Southwestern USA (used on desert expedition)

Weather charts - 1950

---

**Box 41**

**Miscellaneous**

Notebook found in Students’ Laboratory with information re. preparation of stains, mediums, etc.

Motor used in orgone motor force experiments

Volume 2 of Ernest Jones’ biography of Freud

Card catalogue

Account ledgers:
- OIP
- WRF – 1953, 1954

---

**Box 42**

**Miscellaneous**

Lists:
- Students with access to Archives
- Translators
- Pseudonyms

Orgone Institute – Student Affidavit

List of books sent to WR library by Robert McCullough

Notes for contents of possible publications

File covers on which Reich has written

Stamp for Orgone Energy Corporation & Metal DOR-buster plate (used on accumulators)
Box 43

Indexes

Index listings

Index to files before 1952

Index – Archives of the Orgone Institute  2/1/52 - 2/2/56

Index – Feb. 1952

Index listings  (and Eva Reich note re. Aurora Karrer “expurgation” of Archives in 1958)


A-VII  (contains orgonomic equations)

A-VIII – Index:  Basic Listings 1951—

Box 44

Miscellaneous

T Kr² Tabelle  (Orgone Institute [OI] Box 19)

“Two Orgonomic Propositions” (OI Box 19)

2 graphs (OI Box 18 – I Orgon Physik 1940-1944)

Graphs – orgone tension, To-T, weather, etc. (OI Box 14)

2 Amplification Charts (OI Box 13)

Life span of treated & untreated cancer mice – 1939-41 (OI Box 11)

Eigenschaftan der Bion-Kulturen (OI Box 8)

Kontrollen der Evin-Strahlung  16.Febr.1939  (OI Box 8)

Schema – Entwicklung der Bion-Krebs-Orgon Forschüng  (OI Box 6)

Schema – Entwicklung der Orgasmustheorie zur Sexual Ôkonomie (OI Box 6)

Schema – Entwicklung des Versuches (Bion)  (OI Box 6)

Schema – Gesellschafticher Prozess als Natûrprozess (OI Box 5)
Box 45

Miscellaneous

1) Hand drawing of plan for Orgone Energy Observatory

2) Architectural drawings with WR notes, 1951

3) Reviews and articles on A.S. Neill and Summerhill School

4) Graphs:
   - decipherable handwriting in margin
   - Kosin Pendel
   - Kr von 1 – 4 – 16 – 64 – 100
   - 23 März 44 – Kr – Gr
   - 1/5 of air count
     highest count 90
     Average of People
   - air count and average of people

5) Graphs:
   - 1941 – Org – Amps – Spannung
   - ORG – Ampere – Wickel – Ore Receptor
   - Temp Tabelle T ü Tag

6) Miscellaneous:
   - Experiment XX
   - Bion preparation procedures
   - Parallel fluctuations in OP of B water filtered from earth bions prepared on different days
   - Orgone solution chart

7) Comparative measurements O Earth 1941

8) Hand drawing of orgasm – voluntary/involuntary
   Schema of vagatonic, sympatheticotonic, and emotions
   Schema der vegetative Atnung (O2 - CO2 Steurung)

9) Barometer und Feuchtig Keits - Messungen
   Barometer und Humidity 1941

10) Historical Chart

11) Electroscope reactions 1944
    Temperature readings
12) Offenes Orgonon 1944

13) Op measurements and To-T measurements
ORGONE INSTITUTE – PHOTOGRAPHIC SLIDES

OROP EA LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>Laboratory: The desert problem - Et + El = Sand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>Antibiotic Experiment - Et effect = Ded. Biotics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>Microscopy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TRIP OROP DESERT TO WEST:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>October 1954</td>
<td>East of Auburn, New York - DOR - Darkness in daylight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>October 1954</td>
<td>South Ohio - Blue coming into black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>October 1954</td>
<td>Sky showing DOR/No DOR - Illinois-Indiana line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>October 1954</td>
<td>The East - Note blue roadway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>October 1954</td>
<td>DOR near Oak Ridge, Tennessee - Taken in sunlight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>October 1954</td>
<td>Texas-Oklahoma line - Dying cottonwood trees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>October 1954</td>
<td>Texas-Oklahoma line - Dying cottonwood trees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>October 1954</td>
<td>9:00 am - Midway Tucumean(?) - St. Rosa, New Mexico - First mesa in DOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>October 1954</td>
<td>Dying vegetation - New Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>October 1954</td>
<td>Lamar, Colorado - DOR darkness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>October 1954</td>
<td>Malpais Lava beds - Carizozo, New Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>October 1954</td>
<td>Malpais Lava beds - note black rocks - this is north of White Sands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>October 18, 1954</td>
<td>DOR East of Alamogordo, New Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>October 18, 1954</td>
<td>White Sands proving grounds, New Mexico - DOR very bad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>October 18, 1954</td>
<td>White Sands proving grounds, New Mexico - DOR very bad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 18, 1954</td>
<td>Cloudbuster truck on White Sands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 18, 1954</td>
<td>West of La Cruces New Mexico - DOR shadow on distant mountain – no clouds in sky</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 18, 1954</td>
<td>West of La Cruces, New Mexico - DOR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 18, 1954</td>
<td>The San Andres Mountains - East of La Cruces, New Mexico – DOR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 18, 1954</td>
<td>DOR over La Cruces, New Mexico</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 18, 1954</td>
<td>OR flow and mirage at end of Desert Road and DOR layer on floor Desert in New Mexico</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 18, 1954</td>
<td>Eastern Arizona - Chiricahua Mountains - DOR - note gray haze and blackish color of ground.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 19, 1954</td>
<td>Benson, Arizona - Nearing Tucson - Road side and DOR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 19, 1954</td>
<td>ON ARRIVAL: DOR over Tucson, Arizona - note bare ground</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tucson, Arizona – The First Week:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 29, 1954</td>
<td>Tucson landscape</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 30, 1954</td>
<td>Desert vegetation - cacti (prickly pear)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 31, 1954</td>
<td>DOR atmosphere - bare ground at little Orgonon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 32, 1954</td>
<td>After draw - similar scene after de-dorization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 33, 1954</td>
<td>DOR to South over Tucson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 34, 1954</td>
<td>DOR to South over Tucson - it was heavy daily first weeks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 35, 1954</td>
<td>DOR to East over Mount Catalina (was this the day after Ea appeared over mountain at night?)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 36, 1954</td>
<td>DOR to East over Mount Catalina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The First Change After Work with Cloudbuster:
De-dorization and softening of "armor" by drilling into shell during trips to North, South, West, East

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>November 37, 1954</td>
<td>Weather front seen in Northwest from South Tucson – front held up by DOR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
November 1954  Clouds - Appear, with areas of dehydration

November 1954  Clouds - Appear, with areas of dehydration

November 1954  Clouds - Appear, with areas of dehydration

TRIP TO MOUNT LEMMON TOP:

November 18, 1954  Above DOR layer of valleys at 7000 to 9000 feet are forests of pine

November 18, 1954  Granite (not attacked) and pines – “Wind erosion” allegedly causes peculiar rock shapes

November 18, 1954  From moving car: “Wind erosion” of granite, distant DOR layer covers valley - Mountaintops surpass

November 18, 1954  DOR in valley appears as opaque grayness from top obliterates details

November 18, 1954  (Moving car) DOR and mountaintops

November 18, 1954  DOR “shell layer” to North horizon

November 18, 1954  DOR “shell layer” to North

November 18, 1954  DOR “shell layer” to North

November 18, 1954  DOR “shell layer” to North

November 18, 1954  (Too dark) DOR

November 18, 1954  DOR

November 18, 1954  DOR

November 18, 1954  (Too dark) DOR

November 18, 1954  DOR - Mountaintops and reflection

November 18, 1954  DOR - Mountaintops and sunrays

November 18, 1954  DOR - Mountaintops and sunrays

November 18, 1954  DOR - Mountaintops and streamers

November 18, 1954  DOR ceiling, mountaintops and reflection

November 18, 1954  DOR ceiling, mountaintops and reflection

November 18, 1954  Cloudbuster above and drawing from DOR layer to South
DEADLOCK BROKEN – ORGONE ENERGY STREAMS IN, REPLACES DOR:

61  End November 1954  Little Orgonon: Mount Catalina blue - DOR cleared – Ground still bare

62  End November 1954  DOR cleared away: Cactus turns black and dies

63  End November 1954  Mount Catalina clear of DOR - begins to green

64  End November 1954  Mountains blue - clouds begin to form and hold in East

65  End November 1954  Roof view to West - some low DOR in West - note blue local pond

66  End November 1954  Roof view to West - some low DOR in West

67  End November 1954  Clouds

68  End November 1954  Clouds

69  End November 1954  Trip to West of Tucson: Forming Clouds

70  End November 1954  Cloudbuster and Cloudstreamers

71  End November 1954  Cloudstreamers

72  End November 1954  Cloudstreamers

73a. End November 1954  Clouds - Little Orgonon to East

73  End November 1954  Clouds from roof - Little Orgonon to East

74  End November 1954  Clouds

75  November 1954  Microscopy: “Sand reaches out to moisture” (Correlates with gradual rise of humidity in atmosphere, moistening of ground, greening, grass etc

THE PRAIRIE REBORN:

76  November 1954  The Cloudbuster goes north into rebirth of prairie

77  November 1954  The Cloudbuster in action

78  November 1954  Cloudbuster, prairie, and operator

79  November 1954  Young operator

80  November 1954  (Dark)

81  November 1954  The prairie, clouds - some low DOR to North
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>November 1954</td>
<td>The prairie, clouds - some low DOR to North</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 1954</td>
<td>After de-dorizing: blue mountains, yellow grass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 1954</td>
<td>Blue mountains - yellow grass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 1954</td>
<td>The grass is tall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 1954</td>
<td>The prairie returns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 1954</td>
<td>Tall grass, blue mountains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 1954</td>
<td>The prairie (DOR in distance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 1954</td>
<td>The prairie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 1954</td>
<td>Grassy hills, DOR in distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1954</td>
<td>The prairie grass grows between the cactus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1954</td>
<td>The road leads on through prairie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1954</td>
<td>Blue mountains and clouds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1954</td>
<td>Clouds over rooftops (slightly dehydrated) - Some DOR in valley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1954</td>
<td>Clouds and Mount Catalina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1954</td>
<td>Clouds, rooftops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954</td>
<td>Star tracks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954</td>
<td>Star tracks and Venus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1954</td>
<td>Blue filter: DOR replaced by OE to North</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1954</td>
<td>Blue filter: OE, Clouds, blue sky, Vapor trail holds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1954</td>
<td>Blue filter: OE, Blue Sky, Clouds, Blue Mountains to East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1954</td>
<td>Blue filter: OE replaces DOR, Blue Mountains, Catalina – note dark cactus and tree trunks to East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1954</td>
<td>Blue filter: OE, Blue sky, Clouds to West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1954</td>
<td>Blue filter: OE and Clouds to West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1954</td>
<td>Peter on horse</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
107 December 1954  Peter starting horse
108 December 1954  Horse with Peter is off....
109 December 1954  Blue filter: OE over Tucson
110 December 1954  Blue filter: Grass plains North
111 December 1954  Blue atmosphere, grass, dying cholla cactus, Blue mountains
112 December 1954  Grass, dying cholla, Blue Mountains
113 December 1954  Dying cholla, growing grass
114 December 1954  Dying cholla, it disappears, turns black
115 December 1954  Blue filter: OE in riverbed, moisture, blackish deposits
116 December 1954  Blue filter: OE in riverbed, moisture, blackish deposits
ORGONE INSTITUTE PRESS (OIP)

All boxes currently marked OIP = Orgone Institute Press

Box 1

General Correspondence

1) 1941-42
2) 1943
3) 1944
4) 1945
5) 1946 A-J

Box 2

General Correspondence

1) 1946 K-Z
1a) 1947 (in condition left by Eva Reich), with ER case files
2) 1948 (filed by date, not name)

Box 3

General Correspondence

1) 1949
2) 1950
3) correspondence with copyright office re. Ether, God and Devil
4) 1951
Box 4

General Correspondence

1) 1952
2) 1953 (filed by date, not name)
3) 1954-56 (filed by date)
4) Steig-Silvert correspondence 1955-56
5) Correspondence and memos, T. P. Wolfe, 1945-48
6) Correspondence and memos, T. P. Wolfe, 1949-51
7) Correspondence with Orgone Institute Research Laboratory [OIRL] and Orgone Institute [OI], 1942-47

Box 5

Correspondence with OIRL and OI

1) 1948
2) 1949
3) WR note re. error in OIP address, 1949 Character Analysis (no date)
4) permission from Mt. Wilson Observatory to use photo of spiral nebula
5) 1950
6) 1952-54
7) correspondence: Pincus-Wyvell 1950
8) correspondence: Basic Books 1946-48
9) correspondence: Basic Books 1955-56 (re: Character Analysis contract)
10) correspondence, physicians: re: 1000 copies of CA (loan)
11) correspondence, re: Armed Forces Medical Library, 1953
13) correspondence, NY Public Library, 1953-54

15) Foreign correspondence

16) Requests for publishing rights

17) Correspondence, re: translations

18) Correspondence, re: Media Guaranty Contract, 1953

19) Jacob Bauman (Switzerland)

_____________________________________________________________

Box 6

1) Biotechnic Press (England)

2) L’Arche (France)

3) Macri (Italy)


4a) Nevill-Vision royalty statements and related correspondence

5) Paidos (Argentina)

6) Correspondence, Dr. Walter Hoppe

7) Israel orders—Landsberger Book Shop, Tel Aviv

8) Correspondence, Harry Obermayer (Israel), 1943-45

9) Correspondence, Ruttle, Shaw and Wetherill (printers)

_____________________________________________________________

Box 7

1) correspondence, Knowlton-McLeary (printers)

2) correspondence, P. Morrow (sales representative)

3) correspondence, Stanley Oldden (collection agent)

4) correspondence, re: insurance, 1945-52

5) correspondence, re: NY lease
6) requests for therapists and patient referrals
7) requests by OIP for permission to reprint/reproduce/quote
8) requests by others for permission to reprint from OIP books
9) exchange agreements
10) correspondence re. copyrights
11) Wolfe copyright assignment to WR (and relevant correspondence)
12) Reich-Wolfe royalty agreement (includes letter from WR to Raphael re. Wolfe not wanting royalties)
13) Early drafts of agreements, OIP and OIRL
14) Agreements between WR and OIP, author’s royalty reports
15) Financial reports, Wolfe to WR- Dec. 1941-May 1948
16) OIP dissolution and transfer to WRF (copyright ledger)
17) Illustrations for Ether, God and Devil
18) Permissions to quote and reproduce for Cosmic Superimposition
19) Bankbook 1950-51 showing transfer to WRF [Wilhelm Reich Foundation]
20) Material for compilation of “Bibliography on Orgonomy”
21) Index of Journals (Carl Riley)
22) Galleys of The Oranur Experiment
23) Galley proof, CORE
24) Materials gathered for possible 1956 book- PSA- Freud

Box 8

1) Check books showing transfers of OIP to WRF

2) Financial
   a. Trial balances, 1945-50
   b. Financial and sales reports, 1942-49, includes some undated subscriber lists. (underlinings and notations mostly by WR; otherwise office copy- Lois Payne Wyvell)
Box 9

1) Financial and sales reports, 1950-52


Box 10

1) Ledgers (receipts): Oct. 48-Dec. 49


Box 11

1) ledgers 1948-49

2) journal 1945-49

3) 1949

4) 1950 (2)

5) 1951-52

6) 1953

Box 12

1) Correspondence and material re: taxes, 1948-51

2) Correspondence and material re: Social Security and withholding taxes 1946-51

3) Accountant (Stanley Ferber) balance sheets and files 1948-56

4) OIP-OIRL tax material and correspondence, 1955-56

5) Check books, 1941-46, 1947-48, 1948-49 (contains notation of transfer of copyrights to WR)

6) Deposit book/ petty cash/ postage
Box 13

Bank statements, deposit slips, and cancelled checks, 1941-45, 1947, 1948, 1949 through Jan-March 1951

Two returned checks, 1954

Box 14

Bills Paid

1) 1942-50 (production costs)
2) 1946-48
3) 1949
4) 1950
5) 1953
6) 1954
7) postage receipts

Box 15

Invoices

1945 - March 1946

Box 16

Invoices

April 1946 - Dec. 1946

Box 17

Invoices

1947
Box 18
Invoices
Jan.- May 1948

Box 19
Invoices
June - Dec. 1948

Box 20
Invoices
1949 – Jan. - June charge sales
Jan. - April cash sales

Box 21
Invoices
1949 – May - June cash sales
July - Oct.

Box 22
Invoices
1950 – Jan.- March charge sales
Jan.- Feb. cash sales
Box 23

Invoices

1950 – March - Oct. cash sales
April - Oct. charge sales

Box 24

Invoices

1950 – Oct-Dec. invoices, inventories, deposit slips
1951 – invoices Jan.-March

Box 25

Invoices

1951 – April-Nov.

Box 26

Invoices

1951 - Dec.
1952 - Jan.
Charge sales Feb.- Dec. 1952

Box 27

Invoices

1952 – Feb.- Dec. cash sales
1954 – Baker and Taylor Co.
**Box 28**

1) Credit memos 1947-52  
2) Credit memos 1953-54  
3) books sent on approval  
4) return of books - sales on approval  
5) orders 1942-45  
6) orders 1942-44 (*The Function of the Orgasm*)

**Box 29**

Card catalogue  
Early catalogue

**Box 30**

1) mailing lists  
2) mailing lists  
3) mailing list - *The Cancer Biopathy*  
4) report on publishing activities of OIP 1942-50  
5) reports on orders, subscriptions, distribution 1942-50  
6) inventories, costs, complimentary and review copies  
7) stock records  
8) distribution 1953-54  
9) distribution 1954-56  
10) distribution *The Cancer Biopathy*, journals  
11) distribution “OROP DESERT”  
12) free distribution – “Conspiracy,” “Response to Ignorance,” “Red Thread,” etc.
13) applications for purchase, *Murder of Christ, People in Trouble*

---

**Box 31**

1) distribution of free copies *Murder of Christ, People in Trouble*

2) requests for and receipts of *Oranur* and *Accumulator* pamphlet

3) requests for free literature 1945-55

4) complimentary copies

5) requests for review copies

6) books used in courses

7) list of publications re. WR and orgonomy over which he and OIP had no control

8) OIP annual reports 1951-53

9) information on the workings of the OIP- 1952 (Wanda Ellis)

10) press releases and subscription blanks

11) card catalog file – press releases and review copies

---

**Box 32**

1) OIP newsletter 1949

2) Neill lecture 1948 and material – seminar list at Hamilton School Farm 1948

3) Public relations
   a. arts and sciences
   b. Beddoe
   c. Hall

4) Advertising/listings

---

**Box 33**

1) advertising rate information

2) reviews (*Ether, God and Devil, Cosmic Superimposition, The Oranur Experiment*)
3) reviews
   a. *The Sexual Revolution*
   b. *Listen, Little Man!*
   c. *Orgone Energy Bulletin*
   d. *IJSO and Annals - No. 1*
   e. *The Cancer Biopathy*
   f. “Emotional Plague vs. Orgone Biophysics”
   g. *The Mass Psychology of Fascism*
   h. *The Function of the Orgasm*

---

**Box 34**

1) reviews, *Character Analysis*

2) reviews and articles saved by OIP

3) miscellaneous
   a. Indexes for OIP editions of *MPF, SR, MC, journals*
   b. Illustrations for *EGD* and pictures showing GM amplification
   c. Printers proofs and facsimiles of book drawings
   d. Book of mailing lists
   e. Wyvell steno pads and production notebooks

---

**Box 35**

1) Proof for OEB article on Orgone Energy Observatory

1a) Material in typescript page proof for “Bibliography on Orgonomy”

2) Proof for *The Oranur Experiment*

3) Proof for *CORE* (includes WR drawing)

4) Correspondence and material for possible 1956 publication

5) French translation of *The Function of the Orgasm* with corrections

6) Part of typed ms. translation of *People In Trouble*
Box 36
CORE Pilot Press

1) Certificate of William Steig conducting business under that name

2) Ideas for publishing and distribution

3) Miscellaneous material re. publication of Contact With Space (includes agreement between WR and press)

4) Correspondence re. copyright – Contact With Space (now in OIP #7)

4a) Page proof Contact With Space
PERSONAL FILES (P)
All boxes currently marked “P” = “Personal Files”

Box 1

Abstract of origin

Official documents:
- Birth certificate
- Letter from Federal Police authority in Vienna to Oslo police officer – 1935
- Alvin Johnson letter re. WR appointment at New School for Social Research – 1939
- 1934 – “Heimatschein” No. 36036
- 2 copies Norwegian “Notarialbevidnelse”, taught character analysis at University of Oslo (VERY FRAGILE)
- Translation of University of Vienna “Absolutorivar” and “Maturity Certificate” Suczaiva 1918
- Translation & Original 31.8.21 – Secession from Jewish Community (VERY FRAGILE)
- Diploma from Medical School (WR has written all over it)
- Austrian Embassy in Washington D.C. – certificate re. WR’s birth
- Notification (1945) for final hearing on U.S. Naturalization
- Death certificate (coroner’s) & Autopsy Report
- Degree from Medical School (in Latin, original & copy)
- Original documents re. time in Berlin (1931-33)
- 1934 documents re. WR/Annie divorce (in German with English translation)
- Wagner-Jauregg certificate (translation) re. WR training 1924

Coroner’s Office and Autopsy Report

Material from Danbury Federal Penitentiary psychiatrist

Personal documents

Professional curriculum vitae

Documents re. memberships and statements on renunciation of memberships

Historical documents, U.S.A. 1941-45, includes “Background – Scientific Development” 1945

Kindheit und Pubertät (handwritten manuscript) 1900-1919

Handwritten description of Father’s death

Luge (play by WR, handwritten, 1919)
Diaries 1919-22

Observations in Narcosis, 1923

*Menschen im Staat*

________________________________________________________________________

**Box 2**

Poetry and Thoughts 1918-20 (contains photos of Elsa Lindenberg, Ilse Ollendorff, Lia Lassky)

Lore Kahn's letters (1920) and little pocket notebook

Lore Kahn’s diary

*Esoterik* (Otto Fenichel, 1918)

Correspondence with Deso Julius

Chronicle of events 1923-37

Analysis of WR's handwriting, 1936

Diaries and transcriptions 1934-38 (WR called these materials “Menschen im Staat”)

Small notebook 1938-39, and transcription

________________________________________________________________________

**Box 3**

Diaries and transcriptions 1938-45

________________________________________________________________________

**Box 4**

“Der Kampf um die Biogenese” (series of articles)

Diaries and transcriptions 17.IV.45 – 16.IV.1949

________________________________________________________________________

**Box 5**

Diaries 1949-51

"Die Sprach des Lebendigen" & material found in it (includes *Listen, Little Man!* original longhand pages)
"The Daily Grinder" 1948 – January 1952  (includes article “Orgone Biophysics is Natural Science and Not Medicine”)

Wills - 1941, 1951, 1953

---

Box 5a

English translations of diary material
- Childhood and Puberty
- Diaries:  Nov. 1920 – June 1922
- Diaries:  May 1934 – May 31, 1941 ?
- Diaries:  Jan. 7, 1943 – April 9, 1944
- Diaries:  April 10, 1944 – Dec. 19, 1945

---

Box 5b

English translations
- Diaries:  Dec. 20, 1945 – March 24, 1947
- Diaries:  March 24, 1947 – April 16, 1949
- Translation of Die Bione

---

Box 6

Archive listing and diary,  1952 - September 1956

“Daily reminder” yearbooks 1941-45

Notebooks entitled “To Settle”  1947-50 (including 11/20/47 “Course for Physicians” list)

(Note: Notebooks from 1948 include some mathematics)

---

Box 7

WR’s “Standard Daily Journals, 1951-53”

---

Box 8

Daily reminder 1957
2 stenographer pads
Address book from Norway
Personal letters to WR, 1930-34
Correspondence - Lia Lassky
Correspondence with and re. Elsa Lindenberg

Box 9
Correspondence - Annie Reich (Pink) 1930-34 (this correspondence is generally undated)
Divorce settlement re. children
Correspondence with and re. children (Fried, Bornstein, et al)
Correspondence - Alfred and Lutz Pink (Annie’s father and brother)
“Wie ich Eva verlor” (2 copies)
Notes - "Gedichte"
Correspondence - Annie, Eva, Lore 1933-35

Box 10
Correspondence – WR, Annie, Eva, Lore 1936-41
Correspondence – WR. Eva, Lore 1942-56
Correspondence – WR, Eva (during WR’s imprisonment, 1957)
Statements and poem, Eva to WR 1942-50
Correspondence – Eva to WR 3/24/52
Correspondence – Alfred Pink and Eva 1937-42
Correspondence – Annie and Eva (Prague & New York)
Correspondence – Annie to Eva
Correspondence – Lore to Eva
Correspondence – Berta Bornstein to Eva
Correspondence with and dispensations re. Ilse Ollendorff

Material from Peter

Correspondence – WR, Peter Reich (copies only – the originals were returned to Peter)

Eva’s notes on Peter and school problems

______________________________________________________________

Box 11

Correspondence with and dispensations re. Grethe Hoff

Report on injury to WR’s dog Troll

Sketch of WR’s tomb

Poems given to WR by Kari Homestead

Correspondence with Auto Club Service and Bureau of Motor Vehicles, 1940-48

General personal correspondence 1945-57

Material re. land in Maryland and blueprint

Personal belongings stored - 1956

Correspondence (WR, Eva, W. Steig, A. Karrer) re. Roy St. Lewis, 1957 (while WR is in prison)

WR death and funeral

______________________________________________________________

Box 12

“Silent Observer”

Thoughts, Conversations, Protocols

- "They will kill Wilhelm Reich"
- re. politicians and red fascists
- Thoughts on the social tragedy of mankind 1919-52
- Silvert report - "Why Reich is crazy"
- Thoughts on life inside and outside the trap
- “Medical ergonomists want to be recognized”
- "Interview between a 'Genius' and a 'Common Man’”
- Conversations and protocols - WR, Simeon Tropp
- Modju at Work
- Protocol on social pathology - Orgonon breakdown
- re. "Jewism"
• "Deadly 'Innocent' Gossip of the Plague"
• Moise notes on comments of WR – 1955
• “The Basic Facts on Sex-Economy”
• “Freiwild Wahrheit”
• WR and his loves
• The Sexual Revolution
• Modju at Work
• “Medical Orgonomists want to be recognized”
• Randbemerkungen zur Seelischen Massenpest (English translation)
• “Das Problem des ‘Gesunden’ Kindes”
• Gedanken zür Fachkritik (English translation)
• Sigmund Freud’s Position in the Sexual Revolution
• The Sexual Revolution
• Basic Facts of Sex-Economy

Affidavits by and re. WR

Background and scientific development of WR

Miscellaneous, includes notes re. phone calls

______________________________________________________________

Box 13

Myron Sharaf notes re. WR & quotations from WR

Sharaf statements re. ownership of this material

______________________________________________________________

Box 14

Musical compositions by WR

Music scores commissioned by WR (Al Bauman)

______________________________________________________________

Box 15

WR professional expenses to April 1951

Royalty reports for Die Funktion des Orgasmus, 1930, and bill

Tax matters Oslo

List (with values) of laboratory equipment Oslo to New York

Financial agreements and loans 1939-43
Agreements and correspondence re. WR’s contributions and loans

Orgone Institute - financial problems and needs, 1943  (German manuscript)

Orgone Institute mailing list

Reports re. WR’s expenses and income 1934-50

Correspondence re. purchase of cabin on Lake Mooselookmeguntic (1940-41)

Forest Hills house
  - Correspondence
  - Taxes
  - Mortgage payments, etc.
  - House sale - tax dispute

Orgone Institute - application blanks and letterheads

Insurance policies (Forest Hills and Mooselookmeguntic)

Income tax forms and correspondence 1940-51

Income tax – 1952-53

Income tax – 1954

Income tax – 1955-57

Correspondence re. taxes, 1956

List of U.S. Savings Bonds

Correspondence re. taxes - 1957-58

______________________________________________________________

Box 16

Bills & receipts 1939-56

Calendars 1945-48

______________________________________________________________

Box 16a

Calendars, deposit slips

Personal bills 1938-52, 1955-56
Box 17

Orgone Institute business bills 1948-53, 1954
Correspondence with Rangeley Trust Co. & Oquossoc Power & Light 1942-45
Personal business correspondence 1950-53

Box 18

WR personal bank records 1938-41

Box 19

WR personal bank records 1942-45

Box 20

WR personal bank records 1946-49

Box 21

WR personal bank records 1950-52

Box 22

WR personal bank records 1953-54

Miscellaneous found with WR’s belongings:
- 2 magazines
- Art exhibit booklet
- Paperback copy of Leo Tolstoy’s *War and Peace*
- Gun clip found with Reich’s effects
Box 23

Rangeley newspaper articles re. WR’s death

Copies of WR’s prison file  (including article by WR entitled “My Unlawful Imprisonment,” written in prison in May 1957, and signed August 7, 1957))

Box 24

(Note: Audio taped interviews made and deposited after WR’s death)

Audio tape interview: Wanda Ellis Ferguson
Audio tape interview: Elden Collins
Audio tape interview: Vance Oakes
Audio tape interview: Charles Therrien
Audio tape interview: Mr. & Mrs. Frank Badger
Audio tape interview: Montell Boutilier
Audio tape interview: Kathy Searles
Audio tape interview: Lila Ellis
Audio tape interview: Phyllis Philbrick
Audio tape interview: William Steig
Audio tape interview: Chester M. Raphael, M.D.
PHOTOGRAPHS (Ph)

All boxes currently marked “Ph” = “Photographs”

Box 1

“Old Austria before 1914” – Emperor Franz Joseph and courtiers

WR – 1900

WR’s mother, father, uncle (handwritten captions, prints & negatives)

Hunting party – 1912

World War 1

Prospective brides & unidentified woman

WR's first study – Vienna (prints & negatives)

Lia Swarowski (prints & negatives)

Annie & children

WR with group on beach (prints & negatives)

Annie & Thomas Rubinstein, and Berta Boorstein

Erna Gal & Emmy Lichtwitz (negative of Emmy Lichtwitz)

WR – 1920's-1933

Reich's photos from Austrian workers movement 1927-30 (original prints, negatives, contact prints)

Sexpol

WR – personal 1933-39 (some negatives)

WR – Oslo 1935

WR – Scandinavia

WR – “Conventional” 1939

Psychoanalytic colleagues
Oslo – WR’s study & home
Norway associates
Oslo laboratory (prints & negatives)
Elsa Lindenberg
WR – 1939-56 (alone & with family & friends – prints, and some negatives; includes Christmas 1956 slides and prints)
1957 Portland newspaper – WR to prison
WR’s house on 69th Ave., Forest Hills, NY
Ilse Ollendorff
Grethe Hoff

______________________________________________________________

Box 2

Orgonon

H.O. Templeton
Views – Orgonon
Construction
Buildings – Orgone Energy Observatory
Buildings – Students’ Laboratory
Hospital
Museum and tomb – 1967
Equipment / experimental set-ups
Photo of Northern Lights – 1950
Observatory Laboratory

______________________________________________________________

Box 2a

Negatives, contact prints
Negatives and prints made for video production 1999

Prints – WR & Elsa Lindenberg in Norway (Elsa demonstrating different character/muscular attitudes)

Ektachromes – WR’s paintings

Album given to WR by T. P. Wolfe showing old barn and plans for Orgonon

ORGONON – album of contact prints: construction, views, interior/exterior of buildings, and 1950 cancer course

Album given to WR by T.P. Wolfe showing old barn, plan for property, etc.

袈

Box 3

Color desert slides/ DOR/ cloudbusters at Orgonon/ WR teaching/ microscope/ pocking of rocks in Orgone Energy Observatory walls – DOR

Associates / Students

1948 – Conference at Orgonon

A.S. Neill

1950 – Cancer course at Orgonon

1955 – DOR-buster course, Cloudbusting, WR

1955 – contact sheets

袈

Box 4

Glass negatives – Norway  (including WR and Roger DuTeil)

Re. injunction:
  • WR letter to Judge Clifford 2/25/54 (negative)
  • WR letter to Peter 12/28/57 (negative)

Jo Jenks bust of WR

Jo Jenks “Rock Woman”, “Black granite woman”, “Monkey and Child”, and other works

WR's paintings

WR's children
Children (prints made from film belonging to Annie Reich, pre-1933)

Scenery – Europe (prints made from film belonging to Annie Reich)

Friends, friends’ children

Houses, scenery

---

Box 5

Photographs Used in Publications & Exhibits

Orgonotic Dissociation in Leaves – 1938

Negatives of photos used in Wilhelm Reich Museum biographical exhibit – 1976: includes bioelectrical experiment photo of tongue – excitation and fright; and spiral nebula used in Cosmic Superimposition

Passion of Youth

- WR training in trench warfare
- WR’s Uncle Arnold (negative)
- Lia Lassky (negative)

Beyond Psychology

- News clipping – “Vistemannen Pä Kampen”
- Kessel St. (Forest Hills, N.Y.) house
- Lucerne, 1934 – Harald Schjelderup, Nic Hoel, WR
- WR – formal photo, 1939
- Elsa Lindenberg, Juli 1939 – Oslo
- WR and Elsa – Halden Ostern, 1934
- WR and DuTeil with microscope, 1937
- WR and Annie with Eva and infant Lore
- Group working with WR in Norway

American Odyssey

- Eva Reich & Jerry Siskind, Peter Reich, WR, Ilse Ollendorff on porch of cabin at Mooselookmeguntic Lake – Oquossoc, Maine
- WR and Peter at Orgonon
- WR drawing of the basic design of orgone accumulator, section – reprinted from The Orgone Energy Accumulator – Its Scientific and Medical Use
- Diagram of Orgonoscope, from International Journal of Sex-Economy and Orgone-Research, Vol. 1, No. 2, July 1942

The Oranur Experiment

- Orgone luminating in vacor tube
- 3 electrode vacor tube
- X-ray of orgone energy from a flame
Contact with Space
- Negatives
- Photos of breaks in path of Ea in night sky
- Cloudbuster mounted on truck
- Aerial view of Orgonon
- Photos of Peter Reich, Eva Reich, Robert McCullough, William Moise, Elsworth Baker, Michael Silvert
- Signed photo: WR in study, Orgonon – 1955
- Signed photo: Bust of WR by Jo Jenks – 1949
- Signed photo: DOR-effects (black) on granite rocks at Observatory at Orgonon, Maine 1952 (WR handwritten note)

The Murder of Christ
- Blue OR around bear wallow, 1951 (slide and photos)
- Soviet generals – May Day, 1948
- “Plague effects in faces of Russian workers”

The Bion Experiments
- Pictures as set in original German edition

The Cancer Biopathy
- Negatives
- Paste-ups for diagrams

The Bioelectrical Investigation of Sexuality and Anxiety
- Negatives and prints

Cosmic Superimposition
- Prints of Mt. Wilson photos

People in Trouble
- Negatives and prints
- Charcoal drawing “Youth in Trouble,” with handwritten notes indicating that it was used in Der Sexuelle Kampf der Jugend and “Nowhere to go when in love.”
- Drawing by Lizi Getz 1935 – “Picture of Struggle of Youth,” Norway

Museum biographical exhibit, 1976 (negatives) Mother & Newborn, 2 New York Times covers, Käthe Kollwitz drawing, Freud and associates, Thomas Ross, blue drawing of four girls

Negatives of pictures used in the Museum slide show and exhibits

Box 6

Miscellaneous photos framed by WR
- Drawing of Eva
- Lore
- Eva holding Lore as an infant
• Eva
• Reich – Peter – Eva (3-way leather frame)
• Maine view
• Sexpol photo (believed to be group welcoming J.H. Leunbach after his release from prison)
• Albert Einstein
• Robert Koch (negative)
• Antonie van Leeuwenhoek (negative)

Note: See Orgone Institute - Box 10 for additional cancer and bion photographs
PUBLISHED WORKS
&
UNPUBLISHED TRANSLATIONS (P/T)

All boxes currently marked “P/T” = “Published Works & Unpublished Translations”

Box 1

Bibliography on Orgonomy - 1953

Klinische Arbeiten 1921-34
   a) “Über einen Fall von Durchbruch der Inzestschranke in der Pubertät”
   b) “Über Spezifität der Onanieformen”
   c) “Zwei narzisstische Typen”
   d) “Zur Trieb-Energetik”
   e) “Die Rolle der Genitalität in der Neurosen-therapie”
   f) “Über die Quellen der neurotischen Angst”
   g) “Über die chronische hypochondrische Neurasthenie mit genitaler Asthenie”
   h) “Eine hysterische Psychose in Statu nascendi”
   i) Bericht über das “Seminar fur psychoanalytische Therapie”
   j) “Über Charakteranalyse”
   k) “Psychischer Kontakt und vegetative Strömung”
   l) “Der masochistische Charakter”
   m) “Der Urgegensatz des vegetativen Lebens”
   n) “Die Stellung der Psychoanalyse in der Sowjetunion”
   o) Russian article (may be “Dialectical Materialism and Psychoanalysis” ?)
Copies of articles included in Klinische Arbeiten 1921-34

Internationale Zeitschrift für Psychoanalyse – 1921, includes: “Kindliche Tagtraume einer späteren Zwangsneurose”

IZfP – 1922 includes:
- “Über Spezifität der Onanieformen”
- “Zwei narzisstische Typen”
- WR review of Der Koitus und die Geschlechter

IZfP – 1923 includes: Reviews by Reich and report of Vienna Psa. meetings in which WR participated in discussions (Eva Reich has marked these books pp. 254-5)

Box 2

IZfP – 1924 includes:
- “Über Genitalität vom Standpunkt der psychoanalytischen Prognose und Therapie”
- 16 reviews by WR

IZfP – 1925 includes:
- “Weitere Bemerkungen über die therapeutische Bedeutung der Genitallibido”
- “Eine hysterische Psychose in statu nascendi”
- Reviews by WR
- Fenichel reviews of “Der psychogene Tic als Onanieäquivalent” and Der triebhafte Charakter

Photocopy of “Der psychogene Tic als Onanieäquivalent”

IZfP – 1926 (incomplete - Vol. 3) includes:
- “Strafbedürfnis und neurotischer Prozess”
- “Kritische Bemerkungen zu neueren Auffassungen des Neurosenproblems”
- Bericht über das “Seminar für psychoanalytische Therapie”
- Reviews

Box 3

IZfP – 1929 (Heft 2/3 and 4) includes: “Der genitale und der neurotische Charakter”

IZfP – 1930 (Heft 1 and 3/4) includes: “Über kindliche Phobie und Charakterbildung”
IZfP – 1931
includes:
- “Die charakterologische Überwindung des Ödipuskomplexes”
- “Über den epileptischen Anfall”
- Reviews by WR of Malinowski’s *Das Geschlechtsleben der Wilden in Nordwestmelanesien*

IZfP – 1932
includes:
- “Der masochistische Charakter”
- “Abschliessende Bemerkung zur Gegenkritik Bernfelds”
- Review by WR and copy of review by WR

Box 4

IZfP – 1933
includes: “The Sources of Neurotic Anxiety: A Contribution to the Theory of Psycho-Analytic Therapy”

*Imago* - 1925
includes: reviews

*Zeitschrift für psychoanalytische Pädagogik*
- 1926 / Heft 3 – “Eltern als Erzieher” (with English translation)
- 1927 / 7 – 8 - 9 “Eltern als Erzieher: Die Stellung der Eltern zur kindlichen Onanie” (with English translation)
- 1928 / 2/3 – “Wohin führt die Nackterziehung?” (article is missing)
- 1928 / 4 - 5 - 6 – “Über die Onanie im Kindesalter”

Box 5

Photocopy of “Trieb-und Libidobegriffe von Forel bis Jung” (with transcription of blurred pages from *Z. f. Sexualwissenschaft, IX*)

*Der triebhafte Charakter* – 1925

*Die Funktion des Orgasmus* – 1927

*Sexualerregung und Sexualbefriedigung* – 1929

*Die Sexualität im Kulturkampf* – 1936

“Dialektischer Materialismus und Psychoanalyse” - 1929 (in *Unter dem Banner des Marxismus*)
“Dialektischer Materialismus und Psychoanalyse” – 2nd ed., 1934, bound together with
“Was ist Klassenbewusstsein?” – 1934, under the title *Politische-Psychologische Abhandlungen*

“Masse und Staat” – 1935 (included in 3rd, enlarged edition of *The Mass Psychology of Fascism*)

*Massenpsychologie des Fascismus* - 1933 (2nd edition)

Charakteranalyse und Vegetotherapie
- *Charakteranalyse* – 1933
- “Psychischer Kontakt und vegetative Strömung” – 1935
- “Der Urgegensatz des vegetativen Lebens” – 1934
- *Experimentelle Ergebnisse über die elektrische Funktion von Sexualität und Angst* – 1937
- “Orgasmusreflex, Muskelhaltung und Körperausdruck”
- “Der dialektische Materialismus in der Lebensforschung” – 1937

*Der Sexuelle Kampf der Jugend* – 1932 (and unauthorized edition, 1948)

---

**Box 6**

*Zeitschrift für Politische Psychologie und Sexualökonomie* – 1934-1938

*Der Einbruch der Sexualmoral* - 1932 (Master German with English corrections & original English translation)

Papers from Z. f. P.P. und S. arranged under following headings:
- Sozial
- Stellungnahme
- Klinik
- Mitarbeiter und Schüler-Arbeiter

Copy of “Der dialektische Materialismus in der Lebensforschung”

*Das Fiasko der Sexualmoral*
  a. “Der Einbruch der Sexualmoral”
  b. “Die Sexualität im Kulturkampf”

*Gesammelte Aufsätze* (articles from *Zeitschrift für Politische Psychologie und Sexualökonomie*)
  a. “Zur Einführung”
  b. “Zur Anwendung der Psychoanalyse in der Geschichtsforschung”
  c. “Was ist Klassenbewusstsein?”
  d. “Der Orgasmus als elektrophysiologische Entladung”
  e. “Einwände gegen Massenpsychologie und Sexualpolitik”
  f. “Ein Widerspruch der Freud’schen Verdrangungslehre”
g. “Der Urgegensatz des vegetativen Lebens”

h. “Einwände gegen Massenpsychologie und Sexualpolitik”

i. “Roheims ‘Psychoanalyse primitiver Kulturen’”

j. “Die vegetative Urform des Libido-Angst-Gegensatzes”

k. “Einige Gedanken über freundschaftliche Kritik oder ‘Der Stein von Eslöv’”

l. “Wie wirkt Streichers sadistische Pornographie?”

m. “Der Kampf um die neue Moral: Die Bremsung der Sexualrevolution in der USSR”

n. “Der kulturpolitische Standpunkt der Sexpol”

o. “Ein Briefwechsel über dialektischen Materialismus”

p. “Die Sexpol als Organization der dialektisch-materialistischen Psychologie”

q. “Fortpflanzung: eine Funktion der Sexualität”

r. “Charakter und Gesellschaft”

s. “Unser Glückwunsch an Freud”

t. “Einige aktuelle Fragen der Zweiten Front”

u. “Der Orgasmusreflex”

v. “Der dialektische Materialismus in der Lebensforschung: Bericht über die Bion-Versuche”

w. “Irrationalismus in Politik und Gesellschaft”

x. “Lied der Jugend”

y. “Selbstverständlichkeiten”

z. “Die drei Grundelemente des religiösen Gefühls”

Papers from Zeitschrift für Politische Psychologie und Sexualökonomie - Reich has made handwritten corrections on the first two articles; includes material on Sex-Pol-Bewegung

Box 7

Die elektrische Funktion von Sexualität und Angst –1937
“Orgasmusreflex Muskelhaltung und Körperausdruck,” bound together with “Der dialektische Materialismus in der Lebensforschung,” 1937

“Die natürliche Organization der Arbeit in der Arbeitsdemokratie” - 1939

“Weitere Probleme der Arbeitsdemokratie” - 1941

Published articles on cancer from Orgone Energy Bulletin and International Journal of Sex-Economy and Orgone-Research:
  b. “Information on Cancer Research”
  c. “Cancer Cells’ in Experiment XX”
  d. Comment on a review of The Cancer Biopathy
  e. “Orgonomic and Chemical Cancer Research -A Brief Comparison”
  f. “Our Policy Regarding Cancer”
  g. “Correction regarding a ‘control’ of Reich's Cancer Experiments”
  h. “Wilhelm Reich's Priority in Cancer Tests”
  i. “Public Responsibility in the Early Diagnosis of Cancer”
  j. “Rational and Irrational Discussion of Orgone Biophysics”
  k. “The Old Question of Magnifications over 2000x”

Published articles from IJSO, OEB, Annals

---

**Box 8**

Published articles (duplicates) from OEB, IJSO, Annals

Published articles from OEB, IJSO, Annals - some have corrections by WR

Reprint of 2 IJSO articles:
  b. “Experimental Demonstration of the Physical Orgone Energy”

IJSO - Vols. 1-4 (paper markers put in by Eva Reich after WR’s death. Key articles to 1953 bibliography)

---

**Box 9**

OEB - Vols. 1-V

CORE [Cosmic Orgone Engineering] Vols. V1 - V11

Orgonomic Medicine, Vol. 1

Internationale Zeitschrift für Orgonomie, Vol. 1, nos. 1, 2, 3

“Die Entdeckung der kosmischen Lebens-Energie ORGON”
Translations

*La Fonction de L'Orgasme* (L’Arche, 1952)

*Det Levende* (Danish FO)

Hungarian translation of *Der Sexuelle Kampf der Jugend*

“La Crise Sexuelle:
Materialisme Dialectique, Freudisme, Psychologie” (Editions Socials Internationales)

Hungarian translation of “Sexualerregung und Sexualbefriedigung”

Dutch translation of *Die Sexualität im Kulturkampf*

---

**Box 10**

Unpublished English translation (John Pincus) of “Trieb-und Libidobegriffe von Forel bis Jung”

Unpublished English translation of “Kindliche Tagtraume einer späteren Zwangsneurose” (Philip Schmitz)

Unpublished English draft translations of:

a. “Über einen Fall von Durchbruch der Inzestschanke in der Pubertät”

b. “Der Koitus und die Geschlechter”

c. “Über Spezifität der Onanieformen”

d. “Die Rolle der Genitalität in der Neurosentherapie”

e. “Eltern als Erzieher”

f. “Über die chronische hypochondrische Neurasthenie mit genitaler Asthenie”

g. “Der Orgasmus als electrophysiologische Entladung”

h. “Der psychogene Tic als Onanieäquivalent”

i. “Eine hysterische Psychose in statu nascendi”

j. “Der Urgegensatz des vegetativen Lebens”

*Experimentelle Ergebnisse über die elektrische Funktion von Sexualität und Angst*

Excerpt from Reich's contribution to the symposium on “Lay Analysis” - 1927 *IJfP* (two last paragraphs omitted). Published in *Reich Speaks of Freud*, 1967.
Incomplete English translation of foreword to “Dialektischer Materialismus und Psychoanalyse”

Serbian translation of “Dialektischer Materialismus und Psychoanalyse”

*Analisis del Caracter* (Argentina, 1944, '45)

WR signed copy of T.P. Wolfe English translation of *Listen, Little Man!*

---

**Box 10a**

Transcriptions – German PSA letters

Transcriptions – Fenichel Rundbriefe

Translations – “Kampf um die Psychoanalyse in Daenmark”

English translations of some PSA correspondence (includes letters from Freud to Reich)

---

**Box 11**

WR’s copy of the Danish edition of Freud's *Drei Abhandlungen zur Sexualität*, with English translation of WR's Foreword

Unpublished English translation of extract from Foreword to *Charakteranalyse*: "Social System, Psychic Structure, Ideology"

English translation of *Der Einbruch der Sexualmoral*, with WR's handwritten corrections

English translation of “Sexualökonomie und Vegetotherapie in Verhältnis zur Psychoanalyse” (published in *Reich Speaks of Freud*, 1967)

Unpublished English translation “Die natürliche Organization der Arbeit” (some corrections in WR's hand; others in different handwriting)

Two differing English unpublished translations of “Weitere Probleme der Arbeitsdemokratie”

Greek periodical containing translation of WR article “On the Death of August Forel”

Dutch translation of “Was ist Klassenbewusstsein?”

English translation of excerpt from *The Sexual Revolution*: “The Blind Alley in Sexual Education”

Incomplete English translation of “Arbeitsdemokratie - Die Hitlerei zu Vernichten”

English translation of Foreword to *Internationale Zeitschrift für Orgonomie*

Incomplete English translation for “Der Energetische Funktionalismus” (includes published material)


---

**Box 12**

Microfilms:
- Books by WR and some other writings re. sex-economy and orgone research
- Zeitschriften: 1st Scandinavian journal – Vol. 1 of *IJSO*
- Volumes 2,3,4, of *IJSO*
- Articles and reviews of *IJSO* (through 1945)
- Private documents of WR
- “Orgonometrie” (manuscript)
- Two unmarked film boxes - perhaps copies of other films in this box.

Incomplete English translation of “Meine Begegnung mit Albert Einstein” (to page 18 of German manuscript)

Spanish translation of *Rede an den kleinen Mann*

Draft English translation of *Die Bione*

French translations not checked or approved by WR:
- Parts of *Character Analysis* - 3rd edition
- *The Orgone Energy Accumulator* - *Its Scientific and Medical Use*
- *Cosmic Superimposition*

---

**Box 13**

Unpublished English draft translation of “Vor-geschichte der Orgonomie” 1900-1930 (made after WR's death by Jerree Tompkins for possible publication by Farrar, Straus and Giroux - rejected)